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Compact planes, mostly 8-dimensional. A retrospect
by Helmut R. Salzmann
Abstract
Results on 8-dimensional topological planes are scattered in the literature. It is
the aim of the present paper to give a survey of these geometries, in particular of
information obtained after the appearance of the treatise Compact Projective Planes
[80] or not included in [80]. For some theorems new proofs are given and a few related
results concerning planes of other dimensions are presented.
As the word plane is associated with the notion of a 2-dimensional geometry, at first
glance the title might seem to be self-contradictory. It is a fact, however, that the point
set P of a projective plane P = (P,L) may carry a (locally) compact topology of the
topological (covering) dimension dimP =8 such that the geometric operations of joining
and intersecting are continuous with respect to a suitable topology on the set L of lines.
In this case P will be called a (compact) 8-dimensional (topological) plane. The classical
example, of course, is the Desarguesian projective plane H=PH over the locally compact
skew field H of the (real) quaternions (see [19] Chapt. 7 and [80] § 14, cf. also [18]).
Other models abound; most of them have been constructed by suitably modifying the
algebraic operations of the skew field H. There is a vast variety of possibilities; as in the
case of finite planes, only the more homogeneous ones can be classified or can be treated
in a reasonable way. The degree of homogeneity can be expressed by the size of the
automorphism group Σ= AutP of all continuous collineations. Taken with the compact-
open topology, Σ is always a locally compact transformation group of P (as well as of L)
with a countable basis ([80] 44.3). For a locally compact group Σ, the covering dimension
dimΣ coincides with the inductive dimension indΣ and with the maximal dimension of
a euclidean ball contained in Σ, see [80] 93.5,6. This dimension has turned out to be a
measure for the size of Σ best adapted to our purposes.
By a fundamental theorem due to Lo¨wen [48] or [80] 54.11, compact projective planes
with a point space P of positive finite covering dimension exist only for dimP =2m and
1≤m≤ 4. For reasons to be mentioned later, the case dimP =8 is the most complicated
and difficult one, and we focus on this case. For 16-dimensional planes see [31], [77].
Homogeneity in the sense that Σ acts transitively on P is too strong a condition, it is
satisfied only by the 4 classical planes over a locally compact connected (skew) field or
the (real) octonion algebra O, see [47] or [80] 63.8. In fact, each point transitive group
contains the compact elliptic motion group of the corresponding classical plane ([80] 63.8),
hence it is even transitive on the set of flags (= incident point-line pairs).
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1. Review of basic facts
We collect some results necessary for understanding the subsequent parts. The symbol
P will denote a compact 8-dimensional projective plane, if not stated otherwise. Note
that line pencils Lp= {L∈L | p∈L} are homeomorphic to lines. Hence the dual of P
is also a compact 8-dimensional plane. In fact, the spaces P and L are homeomor-
phic (Kramer [44]). Notation is standard, a quaternion will be written in the forms
c= c0+ c1i+ c2j+ c3k= c0+ c= c
′+ c′′j with cν ∈R and c′, c′′∈C. For a locally compact
group Γ and a closed subgroup ∆ the coset space {∆γ | γ ∈ Γ} will be denoted by Γ/∆,
its dimension dim Γ− dim∆ by Γ:∆.
1.1 Lines (Lo¨wen). Each line of P is homotopy equivalent to a 4-sphere S4 , see [80]
54.11. In all known examples, the lines of P are even topological manifolds and then they
are homeomorphic (≈) to S4 ([80] 52.3). It seems to be very difficult to decide whether
or not this is true in general. (In contrast, lines of a compact plane of dimension 2 or 4
are known to be m-spheres, cf. [67] 2.0 and [80] 53.15. Each line L of a 16-dimensional
plane is homotopy equivalent to an 8-sphere S8 , in all known cases L≈ S8 , see again [80]
54.11 and 52.3. )
1.2 Baer subplanes. Each 4-dimensional closed subplane B of a compact 8-dimensional
plane P is a Baer subplane, i.e., each point of P is incident with a line of B (and dually,
each line of P contains a point of B), see [76] §3 or [80] 55.5 for details. If P contains a
closed Baer subplane B , it follows easily that the pencil of lines through a point outside B
is a manifold, and hence the lines of P are homeomorphic to S4 , see [80] 53.10 or [76] 3.7.
By a result of Lo¨wen [52], any two closed Baer subplanes of P have a point and a line
in common. This is remarkable because a finite Pappian plane of order q2 is a union of
q2−q+1 disjoint Baer subplanes, see [76] 2.5. Generally, 〈M〉 will denote the smallest
closed subplane of P containing the set M of points and lines. We write B<•P if B is a
Baer subplane.
1.3 Large groups. It is convenient to restrict attention to a connected locally compact
(and therefore closed) subgroup ∆≤Σ= AutP , usually to the connected component Σ1 .
The letter ∆ will always be used in this sense; ∆′ denotes the commutator subgroup.
∆ is a Lie group whenever dimΣ≥ 12, see [64]. If dimΣ> 18, then P is isomorphic to
the classical plane H, and Σ∼=PSL3H is a simple group of dimension 35. For dimΣ≥ 23,
a proof is given in [80] 84.27. All planes with dimΣ≥ 17 have been described explicitly; in
fact, they are either translation planes or Hughes planes, see [74]. In a series of papers, Ha¨hl
has determined all 8-dimensional translation planes admitting a 17-dimensional group, cf.
[29] or [80] 82.25; more details are given in 1.10 below. The Hughes planes depend on a
real parameter, they can be characterized as follows: P has a Σ-invariant Baer subplane C
such that Σ induces on C the group PSL3C, see [80] § 86. If P is a proper Hughes plane,
then dimΣ=17 and Σ is transitive on the set of flags of the outer subgeometry consisting
of the points and lines not belonging to C , see [80] 86.5. Sometimes it is convenient to
consider the classical plane together with the stabilizer of a Baer subplane also as a Hughes
plane, cf. [76] 3.19.
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Remark. In the case of 16-dimensional planes, ∆ is known to be a Lie group, if dim∆≥ 27,
see [65]; the full automorphism group Σ is a Lie group, if dimΣ≥ 29 ([75]).
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(∞)1.4 Coordinates. Let e=(o, e, u, v) be a (non-
degenerate) quadrangle in P . Then the affine subplane
P \uv can be coordinatized with respect to the frame e by
a so-called ternary field Hτ , where H is homeomorphic to
an affine line, the affine point set is written as H×H , lines
are given by an equation y= τ(s, x, t) or x= c (verticals),
they are denoted by [s, t] or [c] respectively. Parallels are
either vertical or both have the same “slope” s. The axioms of an affine plane can easily be
translated into properties of τ , see [80] § 22. Write e=(1, 1) and put x+ t= τ(1, x, t). In
the Desarguesian case τ(s, x, t) = sx + t. A ternary field Hτ is called a Cartesian field if
(H,+) is a group and if identically τ(s, x, t) = s•x+ t with multiplication s•x= τ(s, x, 0);
equivalently, the maps (x, y) 7→ (x, y+t) form a transitive group of translations. Any
ternary field Hτ such that H is homeomorphic to R
4 and τ :H3→H is continuous yields
a compact projective plane P , cf. [80] 43.6.
1.5 Stiffness. In the classical plane H , the stabilizer Λ=Σe of any frame e is isomorphic
to SO3R; in particular, Λ is compact and dimΛ=3. In any plane, Λ can be identified
with the automorphism group of the ternary field Hτ defined with respect to e . The fixed
elements of Λ form a closed subplane E =FΛ . It is not known if E is always connected
or if Λ is compact in general. Therefore the following stiffness results play an important
roˆle: (1) dimΛ≤ 4 (Bo¨di [4]),
(2) If E is connected or if Λ is compact, then dimΛ≤ 3 ([80] 83. 12, 13),
(3) if E is contained in a Baer subplane B , then E is connected and the connected
component Λ1 of Λ is compact ([80] 55.4 and [80] 83.9 or [71] (*) ),
(4) if, moreover, B is Λ-invariant, then dimΛ≤ 1 ([80] 83.11), hence
(5) if Λ is compact and dimΛ> 1, then Λ1∼=SO3R, because Λ does not contain a
central involution,
(6) the stabilizer Ω of a degenerate quadrangle has dimension at most 7 ([80] 83.17),
(7) if dimΩ=7, then Ω1∼= eR· SO4R and lines are 4-spheres ([71] (**) ),
(8) If a group Φ∼=SO3R fixes a line W, then each involution in Φ is planar.
Either Φ has no fixed point on W or FΦ is a flat (= 2-dimensional) subplane
([78] Observation).
1.6 Reflections and translations. Let σ be a reflection with axis W and center c
in the connected group ∆, and let T denote the group of translations in ∆ with axis W .
If W∆=W and dim c∆= k > 0, then σ∆σ=T∼=Rk , τσ = τ−1 for each τ ∈T, and k is
even. This improves [80] 61.19b; a detailed proof can be found in [79] Lemma 2.
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1.7 Stabilizer of a triangle. Assume that ∆ fixes a triangle and that dim∆≥ 10.
Then ∆ is a Lie group and the lines of P are homeomorphic to S4 . If dim∆=11, then
∆ is equivalent to its classical counterpart in H , see [22] 10.9. In any case, dim∆≤ 11
and ∆ has a compact subgroup isomorphic to SO4R or to Spin4R.
Proof. Denote the fixed points of ∆ by o, u, v and let S0=uv \{u, v} , S1= ou\{o, u} , and
S2= ov \{o, v} be the sides of the fixed triangle. For each point z on one of these sides,
the stabilizer ∆z satisfies dim∆z≤ 7 by 1.5 (6); in case of equality, lines are manifolds
and ∆z is a Lie group with a subgroup SO4R, see 1.5 (7). Richardson’s classification of
compact groups on S4 (to be referred to by (†), for details see [80] 96.34) applies to the
action of a maximal compact subgroup Φ on the sides Sν . Note that all maximal compact
subgroups of ∆ are conjugate by the Mal’lcev-Iwasawa theorem [80] 93.10. There are two
cases:
(a) dim∆x= dim∆y =7 for points x, y on distinct sides, say x∈S1 and y ∈S2 . Up to
conjugacy, Φx∼=Φy∼=SO4R. By (†), Φy induces on ov the group Φy/K∼=SO3R with
K∼=Spin3R, and xK≈ S3 . Hence Φ=ΦxK, dimΦ=9, each factor of Φ is isomorphic
to Spin3R and acts trivially on one side Sν . Therefore Φ is equivalent to its classical
counterpart. The fixed elements of a subgroup Λ∼=SO3R of Φ form a 2-dimensional
subplane FΛ (see 1.5(8) ), the radical P=
√
∆ acts effectively on FΛ , and P is commutative
by [80] 33.10. This completes the proof for dim∆=11.
(b) dim∆=10 and there are least two sides Sν such that each orbit of ∆ on Sν is open.
Then ∆ is transitive, say on S1 and S2 . By [80] 96.14 or [33], lines are manifolds and
∆ induces Lie groups on these two sides. Because the kernels of the two actions intersect
trivially, ∆ itself is a Lie group. We may assume that a maximal compact subgroup of
∆x with x∈S1 is contained in Φ. As S1 is homotopy equivalent to S3 , there is an exact
homotopy sequence
(∗) . . .Z2= π4S1 → π3Φx → π3Φ→ π3S1=Z→ 0 ,
see [80] 96.12. In particular, Φx<Φ and Φ 6=1l. By (†) the group SU3C does not act
on S4 . As the fixed elements of SO3R form a 2-dimensional subplane, Φ is a product of
factors Spin3R. Either dim∆z =7 for some z ∈S0 and Φ contains SO4R by 1.5 (7), or ∆
is also transitive on S0 . If dimΦ=3, the central involution σ ∈Φ is a reflection (or else
Fσ is a Baer subplane and Φ|Fσ ∼=SO3R by Stiffness, but Φ is transitive or trivial on each
fixed line of Fσ). Let Sν be the axis of σ . Then (†) implies Φx=Φ for some x∈Sν , but
this is in conflict with (∗). Hence dimΦ≥ 6.
1.8 Fixed configurations. It is the ultimate goal to describe all sufficiently homoge-
neous planes P , more precisely, to find all pairs (P,∆), where dim∆≥ b for a suitable
bound b. According to 1.3, this programme has been completed for b=17. With few
exceptions, the bound b will be chosen in the range 12≤ b< 17, and then ∆ is always a
Lie group [64]. In particular, ∆ is semi-simple, or ∆ contains a central torus subgroup or
a minimal normal vector subgroup, cf. [80] 94.26. The results to be discussed vary with
the structure of ∆ and the configuration F∆ of the fixed elements of ∆. In some cases,
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only the group ∆ and its action on the plane can be determined, but the corresponding
planes cannot be described explicitly. As shown in 1.7, it follows from dim∆≥ 12 that
F∆ does not contain a triangle. Up to duality, there remain the following possibilities:
(0) F∆= ∅ ,
(1) F∆= {W} is a unique line,
(2) F∆ consists of exactly 2 elements, necessarily a point and a line,
and these may be incident or not,
(3) F∆= {u, v, uv} consists of exactly 3 elements,
(4) F∆ consists of more than 2 points on a line,
(5) F∆ consists of 2 points and 2 lines (a double flag).
Least can be said in case (2) or if ∆ has a normal vector subgroup. In some cases even
bounds b≥ 9 may be considered.
1.9 Fixed elements. The Lefschetz fixed point theorem implies that
each homeomorphism ϕ : P → P has a fixed point .
(a) By duality, each automorphism of P fixes a point and a line, see [80] 55.19,45.
(b) The solvable radical P=
√
∆ of ∆ fixes some element of P .
(c) If F∆= ∅, then ∆ is semi-simple with trivial center, or ∆ induces a simple group on
some connected closed ∆-invariant subplane.
Proof. The following argument or slight variations thereof (referred to by(A) ) will be used
repeatedly: if Θ is a commutative connected normal subgroup of ∆ and if 1l 6= ζ ∈CsΘ ,
then pζ = p for some point p, either pΘ= p, or pΘ is contained in a fixed line of Θ,
or pΘ generates a connected (closed) subplane S = 〈pΘ〉 and ζ |S =1l. In the latter case,
Θ=Θ|S 6=1l, and S is a proper subplane of P .
(b) If dimS =2, then S has no proper closed subplane (cf. [80] 32.7), and Θ has a fixed
element in S . If S is a Baer subplane, then (A) can be applied to Θ; again FΘ 6= ∅ .
Induction over the solvable length of P and repeated use of (A) implies that also FP 6= ∅ .
(c) will be proved successively for planes R of dimension 2, 4, and 8. If ∆ is not semi-
simple, then P=
√
∆ 6=1l by definition, and P fixes some element by step (b), say pP= p.
Assume also that F∆= ∅ . Then p∆ is not contained in a line and 〈p∆〉=S ≤R is a closed
subplane; normality of P implies P|S =1l. If ζ 6=1l is a central element of ∆, then (A)
yields a common fixed element p of ζ and P , and ζ |S =P|S =1l.
If dimR=2, there is no proper closed subplane, P|R=1l= ζ |R , and ∆ is semi-simple with
trivial center, hence ∆ is strictly simple, cf. [80] 33.7 or [67] 5.2. If dimR=4, then P 6=1l
or ζ 6=1l implies S 6=R, dimS =2, and ∆=∆|S 6=1l is simple. Finally, let dimR=8.
Then S = 〈p∆〉<R, dimS ≤ 4, and F
∆
= ∅ . Either dimS =2 and ∆|S is simple by what
has just been proved, or dimS =4 and ∆ is semi-simple with trivial center. In the latter
case ∆ is simple by [80] 71.8. 
1.10 Nearly classical translation planes. There are several families of non-classical
planes P admitting a group ∆ of dimension at least 17. They can be distinguished by
the structure of a maximal compact subgroup Φ of ∆. In each case dimΦ≥ 3 (see [25]
Hauptsatz or [80] 82.15). The Hughes planes are characterized by Φ∼=U3C. As stated in
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1.3, in all other cases P is a translation plane. With the exception of the families (3) and
(5) in the following list, P is also a dual translation plane (a plane of Lenz type V) and
can be coordinatized by a semi-field (= not necessarily associative division ring) (H,+, ◦).
(1) Φ∼=SO3R, c◦z= t·cz+(1−t)·zc with 12 < t∈R (mutations H(t) ), dim∆=17,
(2) Φ∼= (SO2R)3 , (H,+, ◦) is a Rees algebra1 ([80] 82.16), dim∆=17,
(3) dimΦ=9, (H,+, ◦) is a near-field ([80] 64.19 -22), dim∆=17,
(4) Φ∼=U2C, dim∆=18: there exist 3 closely related one-parameter families of
planes2 of Lenz type V, see [80] 82.2,
(5) Φ∼=U2C, dim∆=17: there is a 2-parameter family of translation planes such
that ∆ contains a 3-dimensional group of elations. These planes are described
in [80] 82.20.
Obviously, F∆ is a flag for all planes of Lenz type V and for the planes of the family (5);
in the near-field planes, ∆ has exactly 2 fixed points. In any case, ∆ fixes a flag, see also
[80] p.500, Theorem.
1.11 Dimension formula. By [32] or [80] 96.10, the following holds for the action of
∆ on P or on any closed ∆-invariant subset M of P , and for any point a∈M :
dim∆= dim∆a+ dim a
∆ or dim a∆=∆ :∆a .
1.12 Planes of other dimensions. All 2-dimensional (=flat) planes admitting a
group of dimension ≥ 3 are known explicitly, see [67] and [80] Chapter 3, cf. also 9.15.
The classification [80] 74.27 of all 4-dimensional planes with a group of dimension at least
7 has been extended, mainly by Betten, to flexible planes defined by the property that the
automorphism group has an open orbit in the flag space, see [3]. If P is not classical, then
dimΣ≤ 8. With the exception of a single shift plane found by Knarr [40], all planes with a
7-dimensional group are (dual) translation planes. (The lines of a shift plane are the shifts
(translates) of the graph of a suitable function f ; a class of examples is given by the maps
f :C→ C : z 7→ z2|z|c (c∈C), the parameter c=0 yields the classical complex plane PC .
Knarr’s most homogeneous shift plane is given by x+ iy 7→ xy−1
3
s3+ i(1
2
y2− 1
12
x4).)
Theorem. A semi-simple group ∆ of automorphisms of a 4-dimensional plane is in fact
almost simple, and dim∆≤ 8 or ∆∼=PSL3C, see [80] 71.8; this will be used repeatedly in
the following.
All 16-dimensional planes with a group of dimension ≥ 35 have been described, provided
the group does not fix exactly one point and one line ([30], [31]). By [80] 83.26, a group
of dimension > 30 fixes at most some collinear points and their join or two points and
two lines. Only for the Hughes planes (including the classical octonion plane O), the
group Σ has no fixed element. The most homogeneous planes other than O have a group
Σ with dimΣ=40, they are coordinatized by a mutation of the octonions (a semi-field
with a multiplication as in 1.10(1), see [80] 87.7). If dimΣ=39, then FΣ is a flag, but
1 multiplication in H =C2 is defined as (a, b)◦(x, y)= (ax+eiϑyb, xb+ay), where 0<ϑ<pi.
2 the planes of one family are coordinatized by semi-fields Ha=(H,+, ◦) defined as follows: let a= eiα
with 0<α< pi
2
and V = {z∈H | z+z=0} , and note that each quaternion can be written in the form
σ+ sa with unique elements σ ∈R and s∈V . Put (σ+ sa) ◦ x=σx+ sxa .
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the corresponding planes are not known explicitly. Because of some distinctive features,
8-dimensional planes cannot be treated in a completely analogous way. Main differences
between the two cases are the following:
8-dimensional planes 16-dimensional planes
1) transitive homology groups may exist homology groups are never transitive,
in the octonion plane they are isom. to R×
2) compact Lie groups on S4 are known there is no list of all compact groups on S8
3) SO3R has representations in all odd G2 has representations only in
dimensions > 1 dimensions 7, 14, > 16
The groups SO3R and G2 are the largest possible stabilizers of a quadrangle. The sig-
nificance of 3) is due to the fact that many proofs use the complete reducibility of the
representation of a compact or semi-simple subgroup of ∆ on the vector space underlying
the Lie algebra l∆. The irreducible representation of ∆ on a minimal normal vector sub-
group plays a particular roˆle.
The automorphism groups of the four classical planes have the dimensions Cm=8, 16, 35,
and 78, respectively. For each m≤ 4 there is a largest number cm such that there ex-
ist non-classical planes P of dimension 2m with dimAutP = cm . In fact, cm=4, 8, 18,
and 40, respectively, and 1
2
Cm≤ cm≤ 12Cm+1.
1.13 Construction of models. Families of curves in R2 which form the lines of an
affine part of a flat plane can easily be found. Early examples of non-Desarguesian planes
have been obtained in this way, see Hilbert’s Grundlagen der Geometrie § 23, [55], [93];
such models may have many automorphisms, or they may be rigid (the automorphism
group is trivial), cf. [81]. The most homogeneous flat planes with dimΣ=4 are due to
Moulton [57], see [67] 4.8 and [80] § 34. They can be coordinatized by a Cartesian field
(R,+, ◦), where s◦x= sx for s≥ 0 or x≥ 0, and s◦x= skx for s, x< 0 with a fixed real
number k > 1.
It is difficult, however, to find in an intuitive way ℓ-dimensional surfaces in R2ℓ which sat-
isfy the axioms of an affine plane. Two other procedures can be applied in all dimensions:
(A) As mentioned above, suitable modifications of the algebraic operations of one of the
4 classical (semi-)fields (sometimes called mutations or perturbations) yield topological
ternary fields. Most of these constructions have been determined so as to retain a fairly
large group of automorphisms, they do not yield rigid planes.
A noteworthy example has been given by Tschetweruchin [93]: on the real field, let
τ(s, x, t) = sx+t for s≥ 0 and τ(s, x, t)3= s3x3+t3 for s< 0. Then τ defines the ordinary
addition and multiplication (see 1.4) and (R,+, ) is the real field, but Rτ coordinatizes a
non-Desarguesian plane; cf. also §13 below.
(B) In some situations, a geometry can be reconstructed from a suitable group of auto-
morphisms: let D= (D,D) be a subgeometry of P (e.g., a stable plane as defined in § 8)
and suppose that ∆ acts transitively on the set of flags of D . Let (p, L) be any flag in D ,
and put Π=∆p and Λ=∆L . Then D is isomorphic to (∆/Π,∆/Λ) with incidence given
by Πα ∩Λβ 6= ∅ . The fact that any two distinct points are joined by a line is expressed by
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ΠΛΠ=∆, uniqueness of the joining line by ΠΛ ∩ΛΠ=Λ ∪Π . This construction is due to
Freudenthal [20] § 6, see also [84]; it can be used in particular to describe the outer part
of a Hughes plane.
1.14 Smooth planes. In 1955 H. Kneser asked whether or not it is possible to introduce
coordinates for the points and lines of a Moulton plane such that the geometric operations
of joining two points by a line and intersecting two lines are differentiable, say of class
C∞ (= smooth). In 1971 this question was answered in the negative by Betten [2], but
a systematic treatment of smooth planes began only in 1996 with Bo¨di’s Habilitations-
schrift [5]. Because smoothness is a local property, Bo¨di developped first the foundations
for a theory of smooth stable planes and then applied his results to the projective case; for
details see § 9. We mention the following basic
Theorem: Each continuous collineation of a smooth stable plane is differentiable.
In general, smoothness strengthens other homogeneity conditions: if c˜m is the largest value
of dimAutP for a non-classical smooth plane P of dimension 2m , Bo¨di’s main result is
c˜m≤ cm− 2 .
Examples of non-classical smooth planes have been constructed by Otte [58] by slightly
disturbing the algebraic operations of the classical (semi-)fields near the element 0.
Characterizations of smooth stable or projective planes in terms of submersion and trans-
versality are given in [12]; for the projective case see also [38].
The assumption that the geometric operations are even analytic or algebraic are very re-
strictive: The only complex analytic projective plane is the classical plane over C, see [15],
[43], and [80] 75.1. For the algebraic case cf. [82]. There are, however, non-Desarguesian
real analytic projective planes of dimension 2m≤ 8, see [35]. If points and lines are de-
scribed in the usual way by homogeneous coordinates over a classical (skew) field, incidence
is given by (|a|2+|b|2+|c|2)(|x|2+|y|2+|z|2)(ax+by+cz) + t|c|2|z|2cz=0, where t is a real
parameter with |t|< 1
9
. These planes admit compact groups of automorphisms of dimen-
sion 1, 4, or 13, respectively. Obviously, the planes are self-dual; in fact, they admit a
polarity as defined next.
1.15 Polarities. A polarity is a bijective map ̺ of P ∪L which interchanges P and L
such that x∈ y̺⇔ y∈ x̺ ; this implies that ̺ is an involution (if the pencil Lx is identified
with the point x). Besides the familiar elliptic and the hyperbolic polarity of H there is a
third kind: the planar polarity is a product of the elliptic polarity with a planar involution,
see [80] 13.18 and 18.28 ff. The absolute elements of the polarity ̺ are defined by x∈ x̺ ;
if they exist, they form a unital . The point set of the unital belonging to the planar polar-
ity π of H is a 5-sphere U ; the motion group Ψ∼=PSU4(C, 1) corresponding to π , i.e.,
the centralizer of π in AutH , is doubly transitive on U and transitive on the complement
of U . Recall that the unital of the hyperbolic polarity is a 7-sphere, its motion group
PU3(H, 1) is flag-transitive on the interior hyperbolic plane, see [80] 13.17. The polarities
of the classical 16-dimensional octonion plane O are discussed in detail in [80] § 18.
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2. No fixed elements
In consequence of 1.9, it is a rare phenomenon that a group ∆ acts without fixed elements
on a plane P . Familiar examples are the classical motion groups, i.e., centralizers of
polarities of H . If there exists a ∆-invariant subplane of dimension 4 or 2, then Stiffness
implies that dim∆≤ 17 or ≤ 11, respectively.
2.1 Theorem. Assume that F∆= ∅. If dim∆≥ 11, then ∆ is a Lie group by [78] Th. 1.1.
If 11< dim∆< 35, then ∆ is one of the 3 motion groups of H, or ∆′∼=SL3C and P is
a Hughes plane.
Proof. From 1.9(c) it follows that ∆ is a semi-simple group with trivial center, i.e., a
direct product of strictly simple Lie groups, or there is a ∆-invariant subplane C and [80]
71.8 implies ∆|C ∼=PSL3C.
(a) In the first case, suppose that ∆= Γ×Ψ, where Γ is a factor of minimal dimension and
dimΨ≥ 6. Discussion of the action of Ψ on the set of fixed elements of a conjugacy class
of involutions in Γ will lead to a contradiction.
(a1 ) If α∈ Γ[c,A] is a reflection, then Γ is not a group of elations, and Γ does not consist
of homologies (otherwise Γ∼=SO3R by [80] 61.2, but commuting reflections have different
axes by [80] 55.35). Consequently AΓ 6=A and, dually, cΓ 6= c. As Ψ|cΓ =1l, the set cΓ does
not generate a subplane, and cΓ is contained in a fixed line L of Γ . Dually AΓ belongs to
a pencil Lz and z
Γ= z . There is a point x∈A such that F = 〈cΓ, AΓ, x〉 is a subplane. We
have dimΨx> 1 and Ψx|F =1l. Therefore F is flat, dimΨx≤ 3 by Stiffness, dimΨ< 8,
F =FΨx , FΓ=F and dim Γ=6, which is impossible.
(a2 ) Now let β be a planar involution in Γ . Different planes Fβ and Fγβ with γ ∈ Γ are not
disjoint ([80] 55.38 or [52]), and [80] 71.8 shows that dimΨ≤ 8. It follows that Fβ is the
classical complex plane and that Ψ acts on this plane in the standard way without fixed
elements, see [80] 72.1,3, and 4. As dimΨ≤ 8, we have dim Γ≥ 6, and there is an invo-
lution α∈CsΓβ . The action of Ψ implies that α|Fβ is not a reflection. Consequently E =
Fα,β is a flat subplane and Ψ∼=SL3R. Suppose that Eγ 6= E for some γ ∈ Γ . Then the
Ψ-orbits E and Eγ are disjoint. A point x in E is the only fixed point of Ψx in E , and
xγ is a fixed point of Ψx in Eγ . Let z be another point in E . Analogously, Ψz fixes
each point of the orbit zΓ , and the fixed points of the 4-dimensional stabilizer Ψx,z form
a connected subplane. This contradicts Stiffness. Consequently EΓ= E and Γ|E =1l, but
this is impossible. Hence a product of two or more factors has dimension at most 11, and
∆ is simple in the first case.
(b) In the second case, ∆|C is covered by a subgroup SL3C of ∆, see [72] (3.8). The asser-
tion is now a consequence of the following far more general theorem of Stroppel [89] 4.5:
2.2 Theorem. If ∆ is almost simple and if dim∆> 10, then ∆ is isomorphic to one of
the groups PSL3H, PU3(H, r) with r∈{0, 1}, PSU4(C, 1), SL3C, or SL2H. Either P is
classical, or ∆∼=SL3C and P is a Hughes plane.
If ∆∼=SL2H, the center of ∆ contains a reflection ζ , and ∆ fixes center and axis of ζ .
This completes the proof of 2.1.
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2.3 Theorem. Assume that F∆= ∅ and that ∆ has a minimal normal vector subgroup.
If dim∆> 6, then ∆ is a Lie group and dim∆≤ 10. In the case of equality, ∆=Λ×Ψ,
where Λ∼=L2= {t 7→ at+b :R→R | a> 0, b∈R} fixes all elements of a real subplane E
and Ψ∼=SL3R induces the full collineation group on E .
Remarks. No example with dim∆=10 is known, and probably none does exist. For a
proof of 2.3 and further properties of the hypothetical case dim∆=10 see [79].
3. Exactly one fixed element
3.1 Theorem. Suppose that F∆ consists of a unique line and that ∆ is a semi-simple
group of dimension >3. Then ∆ is a Lie group and dim∆≤ 10. In the case of equality,
∆ is isomorphic to O′5(R, 1) or to some covering group of O
′
5(R, 2).
Proof. Except for the last part, this has been proved in [78] 1.3 and 2.1; for almost simple
groups the assertion follows from Stroppel’s theorem [89]. If dim∆=10, then ∆ is locally
isomorphic to a group O′5(R, r), r≤ 2. By [80] 55.29, a central involution ζ of ∆ is either
planar or a reflection. In the first case, dim∆|Fζ =10 contrary to [80] 71.8; in the second
case, the center of ζ would be a fixed point of ∆. By Richardson’s theorem (†), (see [80]
96.34), the compact form cannot act on the fixed line of ∆. 
3.2 Theorem. If F∆= {W} and if ∆ has a normal torus subgroup, then dim∆≤ 13
and this bound is sharp.
Proof. The torus is even central (cf. [80] 93.19). Hence there exists a central involution ζ ,
and ζ is planar, because the center of a reflection would be a fixed point of ∆. Let Λ
denote the kernel of the action of ∆ on Fζ . Then dimΛ≤ 1 by Stiffness, and Fζ is the
classical complex plane whenever dim∆≥ 10, see [80] 72.8 or 1.12 above. Consequently,
∆ :Λ≤ 12. In a proper Hughes plane, the stabilizer of a line of the invariant Baer subplane
(an affine Hughes group) is 13-dimensional. 
Remark. There is little chance that all planes admitting an affine Hughes group can be
described explicitly. In the case of 4-dimensional planes, an analogous situation has been
considered. In this case all planes admitting a (6-dimensional) affine Hughes group have
been determined in the papers [39] and [51].
3.3 Groups with a minimal normal vector subgroup Θ. If P 6∼=H , then ∆
has a fixed element by 2.1, and the last statement of 1.10 implies that dim∆≤ 16. Let
F∆= {W} and suppose that dim∆≥ 15. A long and rather involved proof shows that Θ
is contained in the group T=∆[W,W ] of translations with axis W , see [79] Theorem 2.
If dim∆=16, then T is transitive and ∆ has a subgroup Γ∼=SL2C.
Transitivity of T has been announced with a short sketch of proof in [74] (5); a detailed
proof is given in Boekholt’s dissertation [14] Satz 2.2. According to Satz 7.11 in [14], a
Levi complement of the radical
√
∆ (a maximal semi-simple subgroup of ∆) is isomorphic
to SL2C. All translation planes admitting the group Γ have been described explicitly by
Ha¨hl [28]. The planes with dim∆=16 depend on an integer and a real parameter in
(0, 1). There is a 2-sphere S⊂W such that ∆ is transitive on W \S and Γ acts doubly
transitively on S .
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4. Two fixed elements
4.1 Theorem. Assume that ∆ is semi-simple and that F∆= {v,W} is a flag. If
dim∆> 3, then ∆ is a Lie group and dim∆≤ 11; in the unlikely case of equality, ∆
is simply connected and the smaller factor consists of (v,W )-translations .
Remarks. By [78] Theorem 1.3, a semi-simple group of dimension> 3 is a Lie group if it
fixes a unique line W and no point outside W . In the classical plane, a semi-simple sub-
group of the stabilizer of a flag has dimension at most 9; the same is true for all translation
planes by 1.10. For almost simple groups the assertion follows from Stroppel’s theorem
[89] 4.5. No example is known with dim∆> 9. For a proof of the theorem see [78] 3.2.
4.2 Proposition. If ∆ has a normal torus subgroup and if F∆ is a flag, then dim∆≤ 11.
Proof. The involution ι of the normal torus is in the center of ∆, cf. [80] 93.19, hence
ι is not a reflection and the fixed elements of ι form a Baer subplane Fι containing v
and W . By [80] 71.7 and the dimension formula, we have dim ∆|Fι ≤ 10, and Stiffness
implies that the kernel of the action of ∆ on Fι has dimension ≤ 1. Equality holds for
the stabilizer of an inner flag in a Hughes plane. 
4.3 Remark. Each of the planes of Lenz type V described in 1.10 provides an example
of a group ∆ with a normal vector subgroup such that F∆ is a flag. Conversely, if F∆ is
a flag and if dim∆≥ 17, then P is a translation plane.
4.4 Theorem. Let F∆= {o,W} with o /∈W . For the sake of simplicity, assume that lines
are manifolds. If ∆ is semi-simple and if dim∆> 13, then P is classical. If dim∆=13,
then ∆∼=U2(H, r) · SU2C with r∈{0, 1}, the smaller factor consisting of homologies .
Proof. Because of 1.10, it suffices to consider only groups ∆ with 13≤ dim∆< 17.
(a) For almost simple groups, the assertion is an immediate consequence of Stroppel’s
theorem [89]. If there exists a ∆-invariant proper subplane S , then dim∆|S ≤ 8, or S is
a Baer subplane, ∆ acts almost effectively on S by Stiffness, and [80] 71.8 implies again
dim∆≤ 8. Hence each central involution is a reflection with axis W and center o . In
fact, each element in the center of ∆ acts trivially on W , or the stabilizer ∆x of some
point x /∈W would fix a quadrangle, and then dim∆≤ 12 by Stiffness and the dimension
formula.
(b) Suppose first that the center of ∆ is trivial. Then ∆= Γ×Ψ, where Γ is a factor
of minimal dimension. If some involution ι∈ Γ is a reflection, then Ψ fixes center and
axis of ι and of each of its conjugates. Either ι|W 6=1l, ι and some conjugate fix more
than 2 points on W , and the stiffness result 1.5(7) implies dimΨ< 7 and dim∆< 13,
or Γ|W =1l, Γ∼=Spin3R by [80] 61.2 and 1.5(8), and ι would be central. Hence ι is
planar, W ≈ S4 holds automatically, and 6≤ dim Γ≤ dimΨ≤ 8 by part (a) of the proof.
Richardson’s theorem (†) implies that ∆ has torus rank 2; therefore rk Γ=rkΨ=1. In
particular, Γ is isomorphic to SO3C or SL3R, and Γ has a subgroup Φ∼=SO3R. By 1.5(8),
the fixed elements of Φ form a flat subplane E containing o and W , and dimΨ|E ≤ 4, a
contradiction.
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(c) Assume next that ∆ is transitive on W . Then ∆|W contains a transitive subgroup
SO5R by [80] 96.19–22. The group SO5R cannot act on P because there are too many
involutions ([80] 55.40), hence it is covered by a subgroup U2H∼=Spin5R of ∆, denoted
for short by the Cyrillic letter . The rank argument shows that the smaller factor Γ of
∆ consists of homologies with axis W , and then Γ∼=Spin3R∼=SU2C. If dim∆> 13, then
 is properly contained in Ψ, and the list [80] 94.33 of almost simple Lie groups shows
that Ψ∼=SL2H or dimΨ≥ 20. In both cases P is classical.
(d) The last part of step (a) implies that ∆ :=∆|W = Γ×Ψ is a direct product of strictly
simple Lie groups. In this step, the assumption W ≈ S4 will be used by applying (†).
There are two possibilities: either dim Γ=3, 10≤dimΨ<14, rkΨ=2, Γ=1l, and then
Γ∼=Spin3R is a group of homologies as in step (b), and dimΨ=10, or , secondly, dim Γ≥ 6,
dimΨ≥ 8, rk Γ=rkΨ=1, Ψ∼=SL3R, and ∆ has a subgroup (SO3R)2 , but this contra-
dicts (†). Therefore Γ∼=Spin3R. If Ψ has a subgroup Φ∼=SO3R, then the fixed elements
of Φ form a flat subplane E , and Γ acts as a group of homologies on E , but this is
impossible. By (†), a maximal compact subgroup K of Ψ fixes some point z ∈W , and
K≤Ψz <Ψ. According to [80] 96.34, K is even a maximal subgroup of Ψ. Consequently,
K=Ψz , dimK=6 and Ψ is isomorphic to O
′
5(R, 1) or to its universal covering group
U2(H, 1), but in the first case Ψ would have a subgroup SO3R. If dimΨ> 10, then
dimΨ≥ 15, and P is classical.
Remark. The theorem has been proved in a different way without assuming lines to be
manifolds in [72] (3.1–4) and [78] 3.3. 
4.5 Theorem. If F∆= {o,W} with o /∈W , if ∆ has a normal torus subgroup Θ∼=SO2R,
and if dim∆≥ 13, then the plane P is classical .
Remark. The proof given in [78] 3.4 can be simplified as follows.
(a) The group Θ is in the center of ∆, see [80] 93.19. If zΘ 6= z for some z ∈W , then ∆z
fixes a connected subset of W , and 9≤ dim∆z≤ 7 by the dimension formula and Stiffness.
Hence Θ consists of homologies with axis W and center o .
(b) The stabilizer Λ=∆e of a frame e=(o, e, u, v) with u, v∈W satisfies dimΛ≤ 1. In
fact, Θ acts as a group of homologies on the plane E =FΛ of the fixed elements of Λ , and
dim E > 2, see [80] 32.17. Stiffness implies dimΛ≤ 1.
(c) Consequently, dim∆u,v,w≤ 5 for any 3 points u, v, w∈W . Let V = v∆, u, w∈V , and
∇=∆u,v . By the dimension formula, either ∆ is transitive on W , or ∆ is doubly transitive
on some 3-dimensional orbit V and dimw∇> 1. In the second case, the classification of
2-transitive groups as summarized in [80] 96.15–18 shows that V is a sphere S3 and that
∆|V =∆/K∼=O′5(R, 1).
(d) If ∆ is transitive on W , then ∆ has a compact subgroup ∼=U2H as in 4.4(c) above.
The connected component Γ of the centralizer Cs∆ consists of homologies with axis W ,
because each z ∈W is an isolated fixed point of z . Let H be a maximal compact
subgroup of Γ . Then ΘEH and rkH≤ 1. Therefore H=Θ and dimH=1, see [80]
94.31(c), moreover, dim Γ/H≤ 1 by [80] 61.2, and dim Γ≤ 2. The representation of  on
the Lie algebra l∆ is completely reducible. Hence dim∆/Θ ≥5 and dim∆≥ 16. The
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group Θv fixes a unique second point u∈W ; because of (†) it induces on ov a group
U2C. Consequently there exists a group Spin3R of homologies with axis ov , in particular,
Ξ=∆v contains a reflection σ with center u . By 1.7 we have u
Ξ 6= u and then dim uΞ≥ 3.
Now 1.6 implies that σΞσ=E∼=R4 is a transitive group of (v, ov)-elations. Each group Eδ
is also transitive, in other words, P is a plane of Lenz tye III, and then P is classical by
[69] or [80] 64.18. The group ∆ is doubly transitive on W , and ∆′∼=SL2H.
(e) If ∆ is doubly transitive on V ⊂W , then ∆ contains a covering group Ω of ∆|V =∆/K
by [80] 94.27. Obviously, K acts freely on P \(o ∪W ) and 3≤ dimK≤ 4. From the action
of Ω on the Lie algebra l∆ we conclude that K≤ Γ :=Cs∆Ω. On the other hand, the
arguments in step (d) (with Ω instead of ) show that dim Γ≤ 2, a contradiction. 
4.6 Theorem. If ∆ has a minimal normal vector subgroup, if F∆= {o,W} with o /∈W ,
and if dim∆≥ 15, then the plane P is classical .
Remark. The proof is similar to the previous one; however, fact (b) above is no longer
true. For this reason, the larger bound for dim∆ is required. Details can be found in [79].
5. Three fixed elements
Asssume in this chapter that ∆ fixes two points u, v , the line W =uv , and possibly further
points on W , but no other line. If ∆ is semi-simple and if dim∆> 3, then ∆ is a Lie
group by [78] 1.3.
5.1 Theorem. If ∆ is semi-simple, then dim∆≤ 10.
Proof. (a) ∆ does not contain a reflection. In fact, if σ is a reflection, then 1.6 shows that
1l 6=σ∆σ=T∼=Rk is the normal subgroup of translations in ∆, and ∆ is not semi-simple.
(b) ∆ has no subgroup Ω∼=Spin3R: the involution β of such a group would be planar,
and Ω|Fβ ∼=SO3R would act without fixed point on Fβ by Stiffness and [80] 71.10.
(c) Because of (a), a maximal compact subgroup Φ of ∆ acts almost effectively on W . If
Φ 6=1l, then Φ contains a planar involution, W ≈ S4 , and Richardson’s classification (†)
shows that Φ acts on W as a subgroup of SO4R. Step (b) implies that Φ∼=SO3R or Φ
is a torus of dimension at most 2, in particular, dimΦ≤ 3.
(d) ∆ is a product of 3-dimensional factors : if ∆ has a factor Ψ with dimΨ> 3, then Ψ
has a subgroup Φ∼=SO3R and dimΨ≤ 10 by step (c) and and the list [80] 94.33 of almost
simple Lie groups; all other factors have trivial compact subgroups. Suppose from now on
that dim∆> 10. It follows that ∆ has some 3-dimensional factor Γ , but then Γ induces
a solvable group on the flat plane FΦ , see 1.5(8) and [80] 33.8.
(e) Let Γ denote the simply connected covering group of SL2R. Then ∆ is a direct product
of 4 (or more) factors Γν ∼= Γ : if some Γν contains an involution β , the product of the other
factors would induce an almost simple group on the Baer subplane Fβ , see [80] 71.8.
(f) xΓ 6= x for each point x /∈W and each factor Γ of ∆: if xΓ = x, then Γ|x∆ =1l, x∆ is
not contained in a line, 〈x∆〉 is a 2-dimensional subplane, and dim∆ would be too small.
(g) It is now easy to derive a contradiction. At most one factor of ∆ consists of translations
(or the translation group would be commutative). If Γ is another factor and if ∆= Γ×Ψ,
not all orbits xΓ are contained in a line (because of step (f)). Hence, for a suitable point
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x /∈W , the orbit xΓ generates a subplane C . As dimΨx> 0 and Ψx|xΓ =1l, it follows that
C has dimension 2 or 4. In the first case, Γ would induce a solvable group on C ; in the
second case, Ψx would be compact. A different proof has been given in [78]. 
5.2 Corollary. If ∆ fixes a unique line W and more than 2 points on W , and if ∆ is
semi-simple, then dim∆≤ 9, or ∆ is an infinite covering group of O′5(R, 2).
Proof. The fact that ∆ has exactly 2 fixed points has not been used in the proof of 5.1.
Therefore it suffices to consider a 10-dimensional (and hence almost simple) group ∆. Let
Z denote the center of ∆. Then ∆/Z∼=O′5(R, r), 0<r≤ 2, and Z does not contain a
reflection or a planar involution. Consequently, r=2, ∆ has a maximal compact subgroup
Φ∼=SO3R, and Z∼=Z. A direct proof can be found in [78]. 
5.3 Proposition. If ∆ has a normal torus subgroup, then dim∆≤ 9.
Proof. ∆ contains a central planar involution β , and dim∆|Fβ ≤ 8. 
5.4 Theorem. If F∆= {u, v, uv}, if ∆ has a minimal normal vector subgroup Θ, and
if dim∆≥ 14, then Θ is a group of translations having one of the fixed points of ∆ as
center; either dim∆=14, or Θ is transitive.
Remark. For the long and complicated proof see [79]; it shall not even be sketched here.
Under the additional assumption that ∆ has a 6-dimensional compact subgroup Φ acting
almost effectively on the fixed line, Ha¨hl [26],[27] has determined all translation planes
satisfying the conditions of Theorem 5.4. There are two families of such planes.
(1) In the case Φ∼=Spin4R they are coordinatized by generalized Andre´ systems (H,+, • )
defined as follows: let ϕ : eR→H be any continuous map, and put s•x= s xϕ(|s|) , 0•x=0.
Restricted to the affine plane, Φ consists of the maps (x, y) 7→ (ax, by) of H2 with
aa= bb=1. If ϕ is a non-trivial homomorphism into {c∈C | cc=1} , then (H,+, • )
is a near-field and dimΣ=17.
(2) Let Φ∼=SO4R. Write each quaternion in the form x= x0+ x with x0=Re x= 12(x+x).
Choose an arbitrary homeomorphism ̺ of [0,∞) with ̺(1)= 1 and put ϕs= ̺(|s|)|s|−1 .
Define a multiplication on H by s◦(x0+ x) = s(x0+ϕs x). The maps of Φ are given by
(x, y) 7→ (xc, ayc) with |a|= |c|=1. Without additional hypotheses there is no chance to
describe all planes admitting a group as in the theorem.
5.5 Theorem. If ∆ fixes a unique line W and 3 distinct points u, v, w , if ∆ has
a minimal normal vector subgroup Θ and if dim∆> 12, then ∆ contains a transitive
translation group T. Either dim∆=13 and a complement of T is isomorphic to eR·U2C,
or P is classical .
A proof can be accomplished in the following steps: (a) Let a /∈W and ∇=(∆a)1 . Then
5≤ dim∇≤ 7 and dim a∆≥ 6, 〈a∆〉=P and aΘ 6= a. (b) 〈aΘ, u, v, w〉=P and ∇ acts
faithfully and irreducibly on Θ∼=R4 . Now ∇′ contains a central reflection α with axis W
and α∆α=T is a translation group of dimension dim a∆≥ 6, see 1.6.
(c) Each translation group Tz with center z ∈{u, v, w} contains a minimal normal vector
subgroup of ∆, and dimTz=4 by step (b). Hence T∼=R8 is transitive, and there exists a
1-dimensional group P of homologies. We may and will assume that P<∇.
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(d) Either ∇∼=C× · SU2C and dim∆=13, or dim∇′=6, dim∇=7, and ∇∼= eR · SO4R.
As ∇ fixes u, v, w , it follows that ∇|W ∼=SO3R, and ∇ contains a transitive homology
group with axis W . Hence P is coordinatized by an associative quasi-field satisfying
both distributive laws, i.e., by a (skew) field. Details of the proof can be found in [79]
Theorem 5. 
Remark. The planes described in 1.10 (4) admit a 13-dimensional group ∆ as in Theorem
5.5. The complement in ∆ of the translation group consists of the maps (x, y) 7→ (hxc, hyc)
with hh=1 and c∈C× , mapping a line of slope s to a line of slope hsh .
6. Two fixed points and two fixed lines
Assume throughout this chapter that ∆ fixes a double flag {u, v, uv, ov} . Stiffness implies
that dim∆≤ 15.
6.1 Theorem. If ∆ is semi-simple, then dim∆≤ 10.
In proving Theorem 5.1, essential use has been made of the assumption that ∆ fixes only
one line. Other arguments will be needed. In the following, we provide a different proof
than the one given in [79]. Suppose that dim∆> 10.
(a) If ∆ is almost simple, Stroppel’s theorem (2.2 above) implies that P ∼=H is the classical
quaternion plane, but in H a maximal semi-simple subgroup Υ of the stabilizer of a double
flag fixes a triangle, and Υ is a compact group of dimension at most 9.
(b) Each reflection σ∈∆ has the axis ov : if σ has axis uv or center v , then σ∆σ=T∼=Rk
is a group of translations with center v , see 1.6; on the other hand, T is an almost simple
factor of ∆, an obvious contradiction. By [80] 55.32(ii), no other reflection commutes
with σ .
(c) Write ∆= ΓΨ, where Γ is an almost simple factor of minimal dimension and Ψ is
the product of the other factors. Suppose that some element ζ 6=1l in the center Z of
∆ acts non-trivially on ov , and let oζ 6= o . Then ∆o∼= eR SO4R by 1.5 (7), dim∆=11
and dimΨ=8, moreover, o∆ is open in ov , lines are manifolds and Richardson’s theorem
(†) can be applied. The compact part of ∆o induces on ov a group SO3R, and we may
assume that Γ∼=Spin3R is a group of homologies with axis ov . Now Ψo,z|zΓ =1l for each
z ∈S :=uv \{u, v} and Ψo is sharply transitive on S . Consider the transitive action of
Ψ on the 1-dimensional orbit space S/Γ . Brouwer’s Theorem [80] 96.30 implies that
Ψ|S/Γ=Ψ/N with 5≤ dimN< 8, but Ψ is almost simple. Therefore Z|ov=1l.
(d) We will prove that dimΨ≥ 8. Suppose that dimΨ≤ 6. Then both Γ and Ψ are locally
isomorphic to SL2C. Let σ be a central involution in ∆. If σ is planar, ∆ acts almost
effectively on Fσ , but ∆|Fσ is almost simple by [80] 71.8, see 1.12. Hence σ is a reflection,
and σ has axis ov by step (b). Moreover, the center of ∆ has order at most 2, and ∆
has a subgroup SO3R containing planar involutions. This implies that lines are manifolds.
As homology groups have dimension at most 4, the group ∆ acts almost effectively on
ov . By (†), a maximal compact subgroup Φ of ∆ induces on ov the group SO4R. On
the other hand, Φ∼=SO4R and the central involution is a reflection with axis ov . This
contradiction shows that dimΨ≥ 8.
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(e) Assume that oΓ 6= o for some o . Then the subplane F = 〈oΓ, zΓ, u〉 is Γ-invariant and
Ψo,z|F =1l for each z ∈S= uv \{u, v} . If F is flat, Γ would be solvable ([80] 33.8). If F is a
Baer subplane, lines are manifolds by 1.2. In the case F =P , the stabilizer Ψo is transitive
on S . Hence uv≈ S4 . As Z|ov is trivial, ∆ :=∆|ov is a direct product Γ×Ψ of (strictly)
simple groups, and (†) implies that both factors have torus rank 1. Therefore Ψ∼=SL3R,
and a maximal compact subgroup Φ of ∆ is isomorphic to SO2R×SO3R, but according
to (†) there is no faithful action of Φ on S4 with a fixed point. This contradiction proves
that Γ|ov=1l, and then Γ∼=Spin3R. The same is true for each 3-dimensional factor of ∆.
Consequently Γ is unique, and each other factor of ∆ has dimension at least 6. In fact,
dimΨ∈{8, 12} .
(f) If zΓΨ= zΓ=:Z ≈ S3 for some z ∈S , then Ψz|Z =1l and Ψz is normal in Ψ. Since
dim zΨ=Ψ:Ψz≤ 3, the last part of step (e) implies Ψ|Z =1l. It follows that Ψ is sharply
2-transitive on ov \{v}≈R4 , but then Ψ cannot be semi-simple, cf. [80] 96.16. Now [80]
96.11a shows that dim z∆=4 for each z ∈S , and then uv≈ S4 and ∆ is transitive on S ,
see [80] 53.2. Therefore Ψ is transitive on the orbit space S/Γ≈R in contradiction to
Brouwer’s theorem [80] 96.30. 
6.2 Theorem. If ∆ has a normal subgroup Θ∼=SO2R, then dim∆≤ 13. In the case of
equality, P is the classical quaternion plane.
Proof. (a) Assume that dim∆≥ 13 and recall that Θ is contained in the center of ∆ ([80]
93.19). It follows that Θ is a group of homologies with axis ov : if oΘ 6= o , then ∆o|oΘ =1l
and 9≤ dim∆o≤ 7 by 1.5 (7), which is absurd. Moreover, ∆ is transitive on ov \{v} :
if not, then dim o∆≤ 3 for a suitable point o , and Stiffness implies ∆o,c∼= eR SO4R for
o 6= c∈ o∆ , but then Θ is not a subgroup of ∆o,c .
(b) If Λ fixes a (non-degenerate) quadrangle, then Θ acts on FΛ and FΛ is not flat.
Hence dimFΛ≥ 4 and Stiffness shows that dimΛ≤ 1. Consequently, dim∆o≤ 2·4+1
and dim∆=13. Let w∈S :=uv \{u, v} and put Ω=∆w . Then dimΩ=9 and Ω is
doubly transitive on K = ov \{v} . Therefore Ω is an extension of C2 by C×· SU2C, cf.
[80] 96.16,19 and 95.6. Moreover, ∇=∆o is transitive on the set M of all points not on
any of the lines uv, ou, ov .
(c) Consider a maximal compact subgroup Φ of ∇ and note that M is homotopy equi-
valent to S3×S3 . The exact homotopy sequence ([80] 96.12) shows that π3Φ∼=Z2 , and we
conclude that Φ has two compact 3-dimensional factors, cf. [80] 94.36. Because there is
no Θ-invariant flat subplane, Φ has no subgroup SO3R, and Φ
′∼=Spin4R. Recall from (a)
that Θ|ov =1l. By Richardson’s theorem (†), the two factors of Φ′ consist of homologies
with axis uv or ou , respectively, say Φ0|uv=1l and Φ∞|ou=1l. By 1.6 and the last fact,
∆ contains a transitive group T∼=R4 of (v, uv)-translations.
(d) As Θ is contained in the radical Γ=
√∇, the group Φ′ is a maximal semi-simple
subgroup of ∇, dim Γ=3, and Γ is the connected component of Cs∇Φ′ . It follows that
∇ induces on T a group ∇/N∼= eR· SO4R. The kernel N is a group of homologies with
axis ov , and [80] 61.2 implies N∼=C× . Therefore Γ=Θ×P with P≈R2 . In the next step,
we will show that P is commutative.
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(e) Suppose that P′ 6=1l. Because ∇ is transitive on S=So as well as on Sz = oz \{o, z} ,
z ∈{u, v} , the group P is transitive on the 3 orbit spaces Rx=Sx/Φ′≈R. Either P′|Rx =1l
or P acts faithfully on Rx , see [80] 96.30. We know already that dimP|Sv =1l. Hence
P′|ov=1l and P|Ro ∼=P|Ru ∼=P . Therefore any complement Π of P′ in P acts transitively
on Rv and fixes orbits w
Φ′=wΦ∞ ⊂So and bΦ′= bΦ0 ⊂Su . Put p= bv ∩ ow and c= pu ∩ ov .
Then pΦ0 = bΦ0v ∩ ow and pΠ⊆ pΦ′= pΦ0Φ∞= bΦ0v ∩ owΦ∞ . Consequently cΠ⊆ pΠu ∩ ov⊆
pΦ
′
u ∩ ov= cΦ
′
. This is impossible because Φ′ is compact.
(f) Now P∼=R2 and Γ is in the center of ∇. Let Π be a one-parameter subgroup of
∇w which induces on T the group of real dilatations (see steps (b) and (d) ). Then Π
centralizes Φ′ and hence Π≤Γ . Recall that N consists of homologies with axis ov . The
orbit wN is a connected set which joins the points u and v , and Π|wN =1l. According to
Richardson’s theorem, the action of Φ′ on S is equivalent to the standard linear action
of Spin3R on R
4 \{0} . This implies that wN meets each orbit sΦ′ with s∈S . Therefore
Π|sΦ′ =1l, and ΠΦ0 is a transitive group of homologies with center o . Analogously, the
homology group ∆[v,ou] is transitive.
(g) By the last statement in step (c) and 1.4, the affine plane P \uv can be coordinatized
by a Cartesian field (H,+, •). The transitive homology groups have the form
{(x, y) 7→ (x, b•y) | 0 6= b∈H} and {(x, y) 7→ (x• c, y •c) | 0 6= c∈H}.
Consequently, the multiplication • is associative and satisfies both distributive laws; hence
(H,+, •) is a skew field, and then (H,+, •) is isomorphic to the quaternion skew field. 
This proof is slightly simpler than the one given in [78] 5.2.
6.3 Theorem. If ∆ has a normal vector subgroup Θ and if dim∆≥ 14, then the transla-
tion group T with center v and axis uv is isomorphic to R4 and (∆o)
′ is a 9-dimensional
compact group. In the case dim∆=15 the plane is classical .
Remarks. The last statement follows easily from 1.7 and the arguments of step (g) in the
proof of 6.2. A proof of the other assertions is given in [79] Th. 7.
6.4 Theorem. A plane P has a group T· (∆o)′ as in 6.3 if, and only if, it can be
coordinatized by a topological Cartesian field (H,+, ◦) of so-called distorted quaternions
defined as follows : let (R,+, ∗, 1) be any topological Cartesian field such that identically
(−r) ∗ s= −(r ∗ s) = r ∗ (−s). Put c◦z=(|c|∗|z|)|cz|−1cz for z ∈H× , and c◦0=0◦z=0.
Remarks. (1) An analogous theorem for 16-dimensional planes has been proved in [30].
In particular, distorted octonions have been defined in the same way. The proof that these
form a topological Cartesian field can easily be adapted to the quaternion case; in fact,
the distorted quaternions are a Cartesian subfield of the distorted octonions over the same
real Cartesian field.
(2) Suppose that P is coordinatized by a Cartesian field (H,+, ◦) as in the theorem. If
c∈H′= {h∈H | hh=1} , then c ◦ z= cz , {(x, y) 7→ (axc, byc) | a, b, c∈H′} is a compact
group of dimension 9, and the maps (x, y) 7→ (x, y+t) are translations.
(3) See [79] for a proof that P can be coordinatized by distorted quaternions if T∼=R4
and ∆ has a 9-dimensional compact subgroup.
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(4) Examples of Cartesian fields (R,+, ∗) with unit element 1 and associative multiplica-
tion satisfying the identity above can be obtained as follows: let ̺ be a homeomorphism
of [0,∞) with 1̺=1, and put r ∗ s=sgn r· sgn s·(|r|̺·|s|̺)̺−1. In this case, ◦ is also asso-
ciative, {(x, y) 7→ (ax, y) | a∈H×} is a transitive group of homologies, and dim∆≥ 14.
7. Characterizations
7.1 Corollary. Assume that P is not classical. If ∆ is semi-simple and if dim∆> 11,
then P is a Hughes plane or F∆= {o,W} with o /∈W and dim∆≤ 13.
This is a consequence of theorems 2.1, 3.1, 4.1, 4.4, 5.1, and 6.1. 
7.2 Corollary. Assume that P is not classical. If ∆ has a normal torus subgroup and if
dim∆≥ 13, then P is a Hughes plane or F∆ is a single line and ∆ is an affine Hughes
group (up to duality).
This follows from 2.1, 3.2, 4.2, 4.5, 5.3, and 6.2. 
7.3 Summary. The next table is to be read as follows: s-s =semi-simple
dim∆ ≥ b⇒ P is known, dim∆ ≥ b′ ⇒ P is a translation plane,
dim∆ ≥ b′′ ⇒ P is a Cartesian plane, dim∆ ≥ b∗ ⇒ P is a Hughes plane,
dim∆ ≥ c⇒ P is classical, dim∆ ≤ d, dim∆ ≥ g ⇒ ∆ known.
F∆ ∆ s-s T ⊳∆ Rt ⊳∆ ∆ arbitrary References
∅ b∗=12 1) b∗=10 d=10 2) b=12 c=18 2.1, [78], 2.3
{W} d=10 3) d=13 b=16 b′=16 c=17 3.1,2,3, 1.10
flag d=11 4) d=11 b′=17 b=17 c=19 4.1,2, [74], 1.10
{o,W} c=14 5) c=13 c=15 c=15 4.4,5,6
〈u, v〉 d=10 d= 9 b′′=15 b=17 c=18 5.1,3,4, 1.10(3)
〈u, v, w〉 d=10 6) d= 7 b′=13 7) c=14 5.2,3,5
〈u, v, ov〉 d=10 c=13 b=14 c=15 6.1,2,4
〈o, u, v〉 d= 9 d= 9 d=11 d=11 g=11 [78] 6.1, 1.7
arbitrary b∗=14 b∗=14 b′=17 b=17 c=19 7.1,2, [74]
1) dim∆=11⇒ ∆∼=SL3R×SO3R [78] Cor. 2.3
2) dim∆=10⇒ ∆∼=SL3R×L2 [79] Th. 1
3) dim∆=10⇒ ∆∼=O′5(R, 1) ∨ ∆/Z∼=O′5(R, 2) 3.1
4) dim∆=11⇒ ∆/Z∼=PSU3(C, 1)×PSL2R ∧ π∆= 1l [78] Th. 3.2
5) dim∆=13⇒ ∆∼=U2(H, r) · SU2C [78] Th. 3.3
6) dim∆=10⇒ ∆/Z∼=O′5(R, 2) ∧ π∆= 1l [78] Th. 4.1
7) dim∆=13⇒ ∆∼=R4⋊ eRU2C [79] Th. 5
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8. Stable planes
The classical hyperbolic planes or, more generally, open (convex) parts of the classical
affine planes are typical stable planes. A survey of these geometries can be found in [21]
§§ 3 and 5. Precisely, a stable plane S is a pair (P,L) such that
(1) P is a locally compact space of positive (covering) dimension dimP <∞ ,
(2) each line L∈L is a closed subset of P , and L is a Hausdorff space,
(3) any two distinct points x, y∈P are joined by a unique line xy ∈L,
(4) the set {(K,L) | K 6=L, K ∩L 6= ∅} is an open subspace O⊂L2 (stability),
(5) the maps (x, y) 7→ xy and (K,L) 7→ K ∩L are continuous where defined.
Note that the stability axiom excludes space-like geometries. A stable plane may not admit
an open embedding into a compact projective plane. An easy example is (R2,E), where
E consists of all translates of the exponential line y= ex and of all ordinary straight lines
of the real plane except those of positive slope. Suppose that (R2,E) is embedded into a
flat projective plane. Then equally many lines through two distinct points p, q are disjoint
from a given line H , but this is false, if H has the equation y=0 and p, q are on different
sides of H ; for details and further examples see [87] §§ 2–4.
8.0. The point space P and the line space L of a stable plane are metrizable and have a
countable basis, every pencil is arcwise connected and locally connected ; cf. [21] 3.5 and
3.6(ii). Hence the restriction to a connected component of P is again a stable plane.
Several other results on compact projective planes can be extended to stable planes. The
most prominent one is due to Lo¨wen [48], see also [21] 3.28,29,25(c):
8.1 Topology. Each line pencil Lp in a stable plane (P,L) is compact and homotopy
equivalent to a sphere Sℓ , each line L satisfies dimL= ℓ | 8, and dimP =2ℓ. A closed
subset C of L contains interior points if, and only if, dimC = ℓ .
8.2 Compactness. A stable plane S = (P,L) is projective if, and only if, P is compact.
The set C of all compact lines is open in L, and (C,
⋃
C) is a stable plane, a sort of “dual”
of S . (Note that C may be empty .)
Proof. A compact line K meets each line in the pencil Lp, p /∈K , because the perspec-
tivity K→Lp has a compact open image and Lp is connected. See also [21] 3.11,12. 
Let Γ= AutS be the group of all continuous collineations of the stable plane S =(P,L).
As in the projective case, the following holds by [45] (2.9):
8.3 Groups. The compact-open topologies of Γ on P and on L coincide. In this topology,
the group Γ is locally compact, and Γ acts as a topological transformation group on P as
well as on L.
A collineation γ of a stable plane (P,L) is said to be central with center c∈P , if γ|Lc =1l;
dually γ is axial with axis A∈L, if γ|A=1l. Other than in the projective case, an axial
collineation of a stable plane need not have a center, and the axis of a central collineation
may be removed. As usual, the group of collineations with center c will be denoted by Γ[c] ,
dually, Γ[A] is the group of collineations with axis A, and Γ[c,A]= Γ[c] ∩ Γ[A] . Reflections are
central or axial collineations of order 2. If c∈A, the elements of Γ[c,A] are called elations .
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In sharp contrast to the projective case, transitivity of Γ on the point set of a stable plane
is a rather weak condition; it is satisfied in each translation plane and, more generally, in
each subplane (O,LO) of a stable plane (P,L), where O is an open orbit of Γ in P and
LO = {L ∩O | L∈L, L ∩O 6= ∅} . Line-transitivity of Γ seems to be somewhat stronger; in
the affine case it implies that the plane is classical ([80] 63.1 or [70]). Flag-transitivity of
Γ on a stable plane S is possible only in classical situations (cf. [49] 1.4 , [21] 5.8). In his
proof, Lo¨wen [49] shows that the stabilizer Γp of a flag-transitive group Γ of S contains a
central reflection σp , where σ
γ
p =σpγ . Via Γpδ 7→ pδ , the point set P inherits a differentiable
structure from the coset space Γ/Γp of the Lie group Γ . The product p
γ·pδ = pγσδp turns P
into a symmetric space; the reflections or symmetries σx are diffeomorphic automorphisms
of this space, they generate the motion group. The tangent translation plane TpP can now
be used to prove that S is classical. The proof given below in 8. 11 and 12 is quite different.
8.4 Continuity. Each central or axial collineation γ of a stable plane is continuous .
A proof follows from the fact that γ can be reconstructed locally from center or axis, a
suitable triangle and its image; cf. also [45] (3.2).
8.5 Baer groups. If dimS =2dimF∆ , then ∆ is compact .
As in the projective case, the proof uses the Arzela-Ascoli Theorem, see [85] (6.1).
8.6 Semi-simple groups of 4-dimensional planes. If ∆ is a semi-simple group of
automorphisms of a 4-dimensional stable plane, then ∆ is almost simple. If dim∆≥ 6,
then ∆ is a Lie group and dim∆∈{6, 8, 16} , see [46], [86] 16.1, cf. also 1.12 above.
8.7 Compact groups. Let ∆ be a compact group of automorphisms of a stable plane
S = (P,L). If dim x∆= dimP for some point x, then S is a classical projective plane and
∆ is isomorphic to its elliptic motion group.
This a consequence of the following observations: (a) x∆ is compact and open in P by
[48] 11.c) or [80] 96.11a. (b) The subgeometry induced on x∆ is a stable plane, which is
projective by 8.2. (c) A homogeneous projective plane is classical ([47] or [80] 63.8).
8.8 Large groups. Let dm denote the dimension of the automorphism group of the
classical 2m -dimensional affine plane (dm=6, 12, 27, or 62, respectively), and let S be
a 2m -dimensional stable plane. Up to duality, S is isomorphic to the classical affine or
projective plane, or dimAutS <dm , see [86] Main theorem.
In addition to the notation in 8.8, the elliptic motion group of the 2m -dimensional classical
projective plane Pm will be called Em .
8.9 Large compact groups. If ∆ is a compact connected group of automorphisms of
a 2m-dimensional stable plane S , then ∆∼=Em or dim∆<dm . If ∆ is locally isomorphic
to Em , then S ∼=Pm , see [88] Main Theorem and [50].
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8.10 Semi-simple groups of 8-dimensional planes. Let ∆ be a group of automor-
phisms of an 8-dimensional stable plane. If ∆ is compact, connected and almost simple,
then dim∆≤ 10 or ∆∼=E3∼=PU3H. If ∆ is semi-simple and if dim∆> 16, then ∆ is a
Lie group of dimension 18, 21, or 35, and ∆ is equivalent to a subgroup of PSL3H; see
[88] (4.3) and [86] 16.1, cf. also [90] and Theorem 2.2 above.
8.11 Flag-homogeneous planes. Let S=(P,L) be an 8-dimensional stable plane. If
there exists a flag-transitive group ∆≤ AutS , then S is a classical projective or affine
plane, or S is isomorphic to the interior of the absolute sphere of the hyperbolic polarity
of the classical plane.
Proof. (a) ∆:∆p= dim p
∆=8, and ∆p is transitive on the pencil Lp . As Lp is homotopy
equivalent to S4 , it follows from [80] 96.19 that a maximal compact connected subgroup Φ
of ∆p is transitive on Lp , and [80] 96.23 implies that Φ/Φ[p]∼=SO5R. Hence dim∆≥ 18.
The structure theorem [80] 93.11 for compact groups shows that Φ has a transitive normal
subgroup Ω isomorphic to SO5R or to its covering group U2H.
(b) If N is a normal subgroup of ∆ and if Ω≤CsN , then pN= p and N=1l because p
is the only fixed point of Ω and ∆ is transitive on P . In particular, the center of ∆ is
trivial.
(c) Suppose that ∆ is semi-simple. Then ∆ is a direct product of simple factors, and Ω
is contained in one of these factors, say Ω≤Ψ. By the previous step, the other factors
are trivial, and ∆=Ψ is simple. According to Stroppel [83] Theorem B, the stable plane
S can be embedded into the classical projective plane H , and ∆= AutH or ∆ is one of
the motion groups PU3(H, r) of H . Stroppel’s proof rests on the behavior of involutions
and excludes all other groups. In the flag-transitive case there are easier arguments: by
8.7 and 8.8, it suffices to discuss non-compact strictly simple groups ∆ containing Ω such
that 18≤ dim∆< 27, that is, the groups SO5C, O′7(R, r), r∈{1, 2} , PSU5(C, 1), SL5R,
and PU3(H, 1). In the first case and the last case but one, Ω is a maximal subgroup of ∆
by [80] 96.34, but Ω<∆p<∆, a contradiction. If ∆ is a group O
′
7(R, r) of type B3 , then
the representation of Ω on l∆p shows that dimCs∆pΩ=3, but dimCs∆Ω=2. Finally,
let Ω<Υ∼=U4C<PSU5(C, 1) and let Γ∼=SO2R be the center of Υ. Then pΓ= p, since
p is the only fixed point of Ω, and pΥ 6= p because Υ does not act on Lp (see [80] 96.13).
Thus Γ|pΥ =1l and Γ fixes each line in Lp . This implies Γ= Γ[p]= Γ[x] for each x∈ pΥ and
then Γ=1l. Therefore ∆ 6∼=PSU5(C, 1), and only the hyperbolic motion group remains.
(d) If ∆∼=PU3(H, 1), then ∆p=ΩCsΩ is a maximal compact subgroup of ∆; up to
conjugacy, it is the same for each plane by the Mal’cev-Iwasawa theorem [80] 93.10. In
fact, even the pair (∆p,∆L) is unique up to conjugation: the group ΩL is conjugate to{(
a
b
)∣∣a, b∈H′}∼=Spin4R. Moreover, ∆[p]≤∆L and dim∆L=13. By complete reducibil-
ity, Ω acts in the standard way on a complement of lΩ in the vector space underlying the
Lie algebra l∆. Restriction to ΩL shows that only two subgroups satisfy the conditions
for ∆L ; they are conjugate and correspond to L and the orthogonal line L
⊥ . See also
step (i) for a similar argument. Freudenthal’s construction (see 1.13) proves that S is
uniquely determined by ∆.
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(e) Now let Θ be a minimal normal subgroup of ∆. Then Ω acts non-trivially on Θ by
step (b). Hence Θ∼=Rt is a vector group and dimΘ≥ 5. Minimality of Θ implies that
∆ induces an irreducible group ∆|Θ=∆/N on Θ, where N=CsΘ . Therefore ∆|Θ has a
semi-simple subgroup of codimension at most 2, see [80] 95.6. Note that pΘ 6= p, because
Θ is normal and ∆ is transitive on P . We will show that Θ and even N acts freely on the
point set P . If Np 6=1l, in particular, if dimΘ> 8, then Np|pΘ =1l, and pΘΩ= pΩΘ= pΘ
contains points of each line in Lp . Consequently, Np=N[p]=N[x] for each x∈ pΘ . This
implies Np=1l and then Npδ =(Np)
δ =1l for each δ ∈∆.
(f) Assume next that dimΘ=5. The group Ω is contained in an almost simple factor Ψ of
the Levi complement of the radical P=
√
∆, and Ψ=Ω or Ψ∼=SL5R, see [80] 94.34. In
the last case, dim∆≥ 29 and S ∼=H by 8.8. In the remaining case 10≤ dim∆|Θ≤ 11 and
dimN≤ 8 by step (e), so that dim∆< 20. Now the representation of Ω on the Lie algebra
lN shows that Γ=CsΘΩ satisfies 2≤ dim Γ≤ 3. As p is the only fixed point of Ω, it
follows that pΓ= p and Γ|pΘΩ =1l, but then Γ= Γ[x] for x∈ pΘ , and Γ=1l, a contradiction.
(g) If Θ∼=R6 , then Clifford’s Lemma [80] 95.5 implies Ω<Ψ, the list [80] 95.10 of irre-
ducible representations shows that dimΨ=15, and Ψ is locally isomorphic to O′6(R, r)
with r≤ 1. By 8.8, we may assume that dim∆< 27. Put Γ=CsΨ, and note that pΓ= p.
From the action of Ψ on the Lie algebra l∆ we conclude dim∆= dimΨ+ dimΘ+ dim Γ .
Consider the natural projection π :∆→∆/Θ. We have Ψ ∩Θ=1l and π :Ψ∼=Ψπ , since
Ψ acts irreducibly on Θ; moreover π : Γ∼= Γπ , and ∆π=ΨπΓπ is an almost direct product.
The image of the canonical projection ̺ :∆π→∆π/Γπ is locally isomorphic to Ψ. The
restriction π|∆p is injective because Θp=1l. Write X=(∆p)π̺ . Then
dimX= dim∆p− dim Γ= dimΨ+ dimΘ− 8=13
and Ωπ̺<X<Ψπ̺ , but such a group X does not exist.
(h) In the case Θ∼=R7 it follows from [80] 95.10 that Ψ is the compact group G2 or
dimΨ≥21. If dimΨ=14, then Ψ would act on the 4-dimensional manifold Ψ/Ω, but
this is impossible by [80] 96.13. Hence dim∆≥ 28 and S ∼=H by 8.8.
(i) By steps (a–h), we may assume that ∆=ΘΩ with Θ∼=R8 acting freely on P . The or-
bit pΘ is open in P , cf. [80] 96.11, hence Θ is sharply transitive on P , and Ω=∆p∼=U2H
is a maximal compact subgroup of ∆∼=H2⋊U2H. The structure of ∆ determines the pair
(∆p,∆L) of stabilizers up to conjugation: ΩL is conjugate to
{(
a
b
)∣∣a, b∈H′}∼=Spin4R,
and ∆L is one of the two 10-dimensional non-compact subgroups containig ΩL . Freuden-
thal’s construction (1.13) shows that S is isomorphic to an affine subplane of H . 
An analogous result for 16-dimensional planes can be proved in a similar way:
8.12 Theorem. If a 16-dimensional stable plane S =(P,L) admits a flag-transitive group
∆≤ AutS , then S is a classical projective or affine plane, or S is isomorphic to the
interior of the absolute sphere of the hyperbolic polarity of the classical octonion plane O .
Proof. (a) From [80] 96. 19 and 23 it follows that ∆p has a compact connected subgroup
Φ such that Φ/Φ[p]∼=SO9R is transitive on the pencil Lp . Hence dim∆≥ 52. Note that
p is the only fixed point of Φ.
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(b) According to [80] 94.27, there is a subgroup Ω≤Φ locally isomorphic to Spin9R, and
Ω is contained in a maximal almost simple subgroup Ψ of ∆. As in 8.11, each normal
subgroup of ∆ in CsΩ is trivial, and so is the center of ∆.
(c) If ∆ is semi-simple, then ∆ is even simple. By 8.8 we may assume that 52≤dim∆<62.
It follows that ∆ is the classical elliptic or hyperbolic motion group of type F4 and dimen-
sion 52 of the projective plane O , or dim∆=55. The fact that ∆ contains the group Ω
implies in the second case that ∆∼=O′11(r) with r≤ 2 or ∆∼=PU5H. If ∆ is compact, then
P is compact, and 8.2 together with the last part of the introduction shows that S ∼=O .
If ∆ is a group O′11(r), the centralizer Γ of Ω has dimension at most 2, but dim∆p=39
and ∆p∼=Ω×Γ . Therefore dim∆=52. Only the possibility ∆∼=F4(−20) remains. In
this case, ∆p=Ω∼=Spin9R is a maximal compact subgroup of ∆, by the Mal’cev-Iwasawa
theorem [80] 93.10, it is unique up to conjugacy. Under the action of ΩL∼=Spin8R on the
vector space underlying the Lie algebra l∆, a complement of lΩ splits into two subspaces
R8 , and ΩL is contained in two conjugate 36-dimensional subgroups ∆L and ∆L⊥ . The
claim follows from Freudenthal’s construction 1.13.
(d) Now let Θ∼=Rt be a minimal normal subgroup of ∆. As in step (e) above, N=CsΘ
acts freely on the point set P , and Ω ∩N=1l. In particular, Ω|Θ∼=Ω and t≥ 9.
(e) Suppose that Θ∼=R9 . Then dim∆|Θ=∆ :N≤ 37, because SO9R is a maximal sub-
group of SL9R by [80] 94.34 and the latter group is too large. Consequently dim∆≤ 53
and 15≤ dimN≤ 16. The action of Ω on the vector space of the Lie algebra lN is com-
pletely reducible ([80] 95.3). Hence Γ=N ∩CsΩ satisfies 6≤ dim Γ< 8, see [80] 95.10. On
the other hand, pΓ= p is the only fixed point of Ω, and Γ≤CsΘ implies Γ|pΘ =1l. Again
pΘΩ= pΘ contains points of each line in the pencil Lp , and each point x∈ pΘ is a center
of Γ . Therefore Γ=1l, a contradiction.
(f) If 9<t< 16, then Γ:=Θ ∩CsΩ 6=1l, since the action of Ω on Θ is completely reducible.
As p is the only fixed point of Ω, we have pΓ= p, but Γ≤Θp=1l by step (d).
(g) Consequently dimΘ=16, and Θ is sharply transitive on P . We may assume that
∆∼=R16⋊ Spin9R. As in step (c), the pair (∆p,∆L) of stabilizers of a flag is unique up to
conjugation, and S is the classical affine plane. 
9. Smooth planes
This section is based mainly on Bo¨di’s thesis [5]. See also McKay [54] for further aspects.
9.0 Definition. A stable plane S =(P,L) is said to be smooth if
(1) P and L are smooth (=C∞ ) manifolds, and
(2) joining two points and intersecting two lines are smooth maps on their respective
domains of definition.
9.1 Theorem. Each line of a smooth stable plane (P,L) is a closed submanifold of P .
Each pencil Lp is a compact submanifold of L and Lp≈ Sℓ . Moreover, the flag space
F={(p, L) | p∈L} of (P,L) is a closed submanifold of the product manifold P×L.
The tangent space TpP at the point p of the manifold P is a 2ℓ-dimensional real vector
space, each tangent space TpL is an ℓ-dimensional subspace, and
⋃
L∈LpTpL=TpP .
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9.2 Derived planes. If (P,L) is a smooth stable plane, the translates of all subspaces
TpL with L∈Lp in the vector space TpP form a locally compact topological affine transla-
tion plane Ap . The projective closure Ap of Ap is a compact 2ℓ-dimensional topological
projective translation plane.
The translation planes Ap are among the most important tools in the investigation of
smooth planes. The proof that Ap is a topological plane uses the following
9.3 Linearization. There exists an open neighbourhood U of p in P and a homeomor-
phism λ :U → TpP such that λ(L ∩U) =TpL for every line L∈Lp (cf. [6] 3.12).
9.4 Regularity. The map L 7→ TpL is a smooth homeomorphism of the pencil Lp onto its
image; if this map is even a diffeomorphism, (P,L) is said to be regular at p. Equivalently,
Ap is a smooth affine plane; if the projective plane (P,L) is regular everywhere, then the
dual plane (L, P ) is regular , see [54] Theorem 9 and Corollary 11.
9.5 Automorphisms. Every continuous collineation γ :S → S ′ between two smooth
stable planes is a smooth collineation (see [7]).
This is proved in the following steps: (a) By [13], every continuous local homomorphism
between smooth local left or right loops is smooth in a neighborhood of the neutral element .
(b) For each flag (o,K), a local ternary field can be introduced similar to the global
construction in 1.4 such that addition defines a local loop on K with neutral element o .
(c) For each line K , the restriction γ|K is locally and globally smooth.
(d) As P is locally the product of two lines, smoothness of γ follows. 
We write Γ=AutS for the group of all smooth collineations of the smooth stable plane S .
The group Γ , taken with the compact-open topology, is a locally compact transformation
group of P as well as of L or F (see 8.3). Now [56] § 5.2, Th. 2 together with 8.0 implies
9.6 Lie groups. The group Γ=AutS is a smooth Lie transformation group of P , L,
and F; moreover, the stabilizer of a triangle is a linear Lie group, the stabilizer of a non-
degenerate quadrangle is compact .
9.7 Derivations. The derivations Dp : Γp → GL(TpP ) and its dual DL are continuous
homomorphisms , cf. [56] § 5.2, p.208, Th. 3.
Lemma. If γ ∈ Γ fixes more than 2 lines of the pencil Lp , then the fixed lines of γ in Lp
form a homology m-sphere with m> 0.
This Lemma is a crucial step in a long discussion leading to the following results:
9.8 Elations and reflections. The elations with center c form a torsion free closed
subgroup kerDc= Γ[c,c]=
⋃
A∈Lc Γ[c,A] of Γ. Dually, kerDL= Γ[L,L] , and each compact sub-
group of Γ[L,L] is trivial. The connected components of Γ[c,c] and Γ[L,L] are simply connected
and solvable. If α, β are reflections in Γ[c] , then αβ is an elation.
9.9 Stabilizers. If (P,L) is a smooth stable plane, and if ∆ is a connected closed
subgroup of Γ=Aut(P,L), then each point stabilizer ∆p is a linear Lie group, and each
semi-simple subgroup of the stabilizer of a flag is compact , see [8], in particular Th. 3.7.
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Let Ξ denote the stabilizer ∆H,K,L of 3 distinct lines H,K,L in some line pencil Lp . In the
classical 2ℓ-dimensional projective plane we have dimΞ= dimΣ− 5ℓ := kℓ=3, 6, 15, 38.
We say that (P,L) is an almost projective translation plane, if there is a compact connected
projective translation plane (P ,L) such that P \P is a compact connected subset of the
translation axis W and L⊆L⊆L ∪ {W}.
9.10 Theorem. If S is a 2ℓ-dimensional smooth stable plane, then either dimΞ≤ kℓ− ℓ
or S is an almost projective translation plane (see [8]).
The remainder of this section is concerned with smooth projective planes P =(P,L). These
can be characterized as compact, connected smooth local planes, see [38].
9.11 Topology. The point manifold of a smooth projective plane is homeomorphic to its
classical counterpart, and so is the line manifold , see Kramer [43].
For the sake of simplicity, the next result is stated only for 8-dimensional planes:
9.12 Solvable groups. If ∆ is a connected solvable group of automorphisms of a
non-classical 8-dimensional projective plane, then dim∆≤ 9, or ∆ fixes a flag (p, L) and
dim∆≤ 13+ min{3, dim∆[p,L]} , see [9] p. 131.
9.13 Subplanes. If E is a closed subplane of the smooth projective plane P , then the
point space E of E is smoothly embedded into P ([5] 8.3).
9.14 Translation planes. Every smooth projective translation plane P is isomorphic
to one of the four classical planes (Otte [58], [59]).
We may assume that P is not flat (cf. [67] 5.4 or [80] 33.5). A proof of 9.14 is achieved in
the following way: (a) If Diff Sn denotes the group of diffeomorphisms of Sn=R
n
∪ {∞}
with respect to the standard smooth structure, then GLnR ∩Diff Sn=GOnR is the group
of similitudes, hence it is rather small. This observation suggests
(b) Suppose that the topological quasi-field Q=(Rn,+, ◦ ) coordinatizes a smooth projec-
tive translation plane P and that Q̂=Q ∪ {∞} carries the smooth structure induced by
a projective line of P . Then each map µa,b : x 7→ a◦x− b◦x with a 6= b extends to a diffeo-
morphism µ̂a,b of Q̂, in fact, µ̂a,b is contained in the group A of affine projectivities. In
[59] it is shown that the group 〈µ̂a,b | a, b∈Q, a6=b〉=A0≤GLnR does not contain SLnR,
for n=4 not even SL2C. According to Grundho¨fer–Strambach [23], the latter conditions
characterize the classical Moufang planes. 
We write again Σ= AutP for the full automorphism group.
9.15 Flat planes. If P is a smooth flat plane and if dimΣ≥ 3, then P is the classical
real plane.
Remarks. (1) Moulton planes are the most homogeneous non-Desarguesian flat projective
planes. They have a 4-dimensional automorphism group Σ, and this characterizes these
planes. Σ fixes a non-incident point-line pair (o,W ), the commutator subgroup Σ′ is
isomorphic to the simply connected covering group Ω˜ of Ω=SL2R. In the usual description
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of the Moulton planes as indicated in 1.13 the line W is a vertical affine line; for a discussion
of affine models such that W is the line at infinity see [80] § 34 or [68] p. 14.
Theorem. The affine Moulton planes having the fixed line W as line at infinity cannot be
turned into a smooth plane. (This follows from 9.9 and the fact that Ω˜ has no faithful
linear representation, cf. [80] 95.10).
(2) There are 3 families of non-classical flat planes with dimΣ=3, viz., the skew hyperbolic
planes with Σ∼=PSL2R and FΣ= ∅ , the skew parabola planes (or flexible flat shift planes,
a 2-parameter family such that FΣ is a flag), and a 3-parameter family of Cartesian planes
(FΣ is a double flag), see [67] or [80] §§ 35–37. Lengthy calculations show that the proper
skew hyperbolic planes are not even C1 -differentiable and the skew parabola planes are
not even C2 -differentiable.
9.16 Four-dimensional planes. If P is a 4-dimensional smooth projective plane, then
dimΣ≤ 6 or P is classical. Moreover, the only 4-dimensional flexible smooth shift plane
is the complex projective plane ([5] Chap. 10).
Remarks. As mentioned in 1.12, with the exception of Knarr’s single shift plane, all 4-
dimensional planes with dimΣ≥ 7 are translation planes (up to duality); if smooth, the
latter are classical by Otte’s theorem 9.14. The generating function for a flexible shift
plane is always differentiable. For affine points p, the tangent translation planes Ap are
pairwise isomorphic as topological affine planes ([5] 10.5).
9.17 Eight-dimensional planes. If P is a smooth projective plane such that dimP =8
and dimΣ≥ 17, then P is the classical quaternion plane ([11] Theorem B).
Proof. According to 1.10, all 8-dimensional planes with dimΣ≥ 17 are translation planes
or Hughes planes ([74]). The smooth translation planes are classical by 9.14. Now let P
be a Hughes plane. Then dimΣ=17, and Σ induces on the invariant complex subplane
C=(C,C) the group Σ/K∼=PSL3C. Moreover, K∼=SO2R, and PSL3C is covered by a
subgroup Γ∼=SL3C of Σ, cf. [72] (3. 6–8) or [80] § 86. All involutions of Γ are reflections,
their centers and axes are the points and lines of C , and Γ is flag-transitive on the outer
subgeometry of P , see [80] 86.5 for the last assertion..
(a) Choose an outer flag (p, L), put Π= Γp , Λ= ΓL , and ∆= Γp,L , and note that Π
fixes a unique line W of C and Λ fixes a unique point o /∈W of C . Let Ω=Σo,W ;
then dimΩ=9, and ∆< Γ ∩Ω∼=GL2C. If P ∼=H , an easy calculation with coordinates
shows that ∆∼= eR· SU2C. In the case of proper Hughes planes, ∆∼=P×SU2C with
P= {e(1+αi)t | t∈R} and α 6=0, see [80] 86. 2,12. As the involutions in Γ are reflections,
the group T= Γ[W,W ] is sharply transitive on C \W , dually, E= Γ[o,o]∼=R4 . Thus Π=∆⋉T
and Λ=∆⋉E. Freudenthal’s construction (1.13) shows that the (everywhere dense) outer
geometry is uniquely determined by α , and so is the plane P =Hα . For distinct pos-
itive values of α , the representations of ∆ on T are inequivalent; hence Hα 6∼=Hα′ for
0<α<α′ , cf. [80] 86.37. For later use note that as in [80] 86. 2 and 35 one may write
Σ= {S ∈GL3C | | detS|=1} and Σp=
{(
C|h|
v h−2
) ∣∣∣∣ C ∈U2C, h∈P, v∈C2} .
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Then Π=Σp ∩ Γ , and Λ=Π
t is the transpose of Π .
(b) Consider the tangent translation plane Ao of P at o and the stabilizer A of AutAo
at o . The restriction Do :Ω→ A of the derivation Do is injective because the kernel consists
of elations only (see 9.8). Therefore dimAutAo= dimA+8≥ 17, and Ao is one of the
translation planes listed in 1.10, or Ao is classical. If Φ is a maximal compact subgroup
of Ω, then Φ/K∼=U2C and dimΦ=5. Hence DoΦ is a maximal compact subgroup of A.
This excludes all proper translation planes of 1.10, and Ao∼=H . The action of Ω on Lo
is equivalent to the action of DoΩ on the pencil Ao of Ao . We may identify the derived
plane co of C at o with the affine plane C \W , so that co is a Baer subplane of Ao . Now
∆∼=Do∆∼= eR· SU2C by step (a), and α=0. 
9.18 Sixteen-dimensional planes. If P is a 16-dimensional smooth projective plane,
then dimΣ≤ 38 or P is the classical octonion plane, hence c˜4< 39 as asserted in 1.14.
Proof. Suppose that P is smooth. If dimΣ=40, then P has Lenz type at least V, and
P is classical by 9.14. If dimΣ=39, it is only known that FΣ is a flag (v,W ), see [80]
87.4 and 82.28. Consider the derived plane Av of P at v , the stabilizer A of AutAv at 0,
and the derivation map Dv :Σ → A with kernel E=Σ[v,v] . By Otte’s theorem 9.14, we
may assume that dimE< 16. Now 39− 15≤ dimA and dimAutAv≥ dimA+16≥ 40.
The dual is true as well.
(a) The action of Σ on the pencil Lv is equivalent to the action of DvΣ on the tangent
pencil in Av . Choose any line K 6=W in Lv . Assume that Av is classical. Then ΣK/Σ[v]
can be identified with a subgroup of eR×Spin8R (cf. [80] 12.17, 15.7, and 17.13). If Σ
has a compact subgroup Φ∼=Spin8R, then the center of Φ contains 3 reflections and Φ
fixes the centers of these reflections. Representation of Φ on the Lie algebra lΣ shows
that dimCsΣΦ=3, but the stabilizer of a triangle in P has dimension at most 30, see
[80] 83.26. Hence dimΦ≤ 21. As Dv :Σ/E → A is injective and Σ[v]/E → A[v]∼= eR , we
have dimΣ[v]≤ 16 and dimΣK/Σ[v]≥ 15. Consequently, a maximal compact subgroup Φ
of ΣK has dimension at least 14. Either Φ∼=G2 or Φ′ is one of the groups Spin7R or
SU4C, cf. [80] 95.12 and 55.40. In the latter case P is a translation plane by Lu¨neburg
[53] V, Satz, and then P is classical by 9.14. Only the possibility Φ∼=G2 remains.
(b) If Av is not classical, then dimA=24, Dv :Σ/E∼=A, and Av can be coordinatized by
a semi-field with multiplication s ◦ x= t·sx+(1−t)·xs, 1
2
6= t∈R (mutation O(t) of O,
see [80] 87.7). Obviously, AutO(t)∼= AutO and A is an extension of R8 by R2×G2 .
(c) In any case, DvΦ=Λ is a maximal compact subgroup of ∇=DvΣK ∼=ΣK/E, and ∇
fixes a triangle in the projective closure Av . Hence 39− dimKΣ− dimE= dim∇≤ 16.
It follows that dimE=15 and KΣ=Lv \{W} . Dually, Σ is transitive on W \{v} . The
elation group Σ[v,K]<E is 7-dimensional, and the dual of [73] or [80] 61.12 implies that
Σ[v,W ] is transitive. Consequently, Σ is transitive on L\Lv .
(d) In Av there exists a one-parameter group of homologies with center v . In particular,
the preimage in Σ contains a homology η ∈Σ\E with center v and some axis H . By the
dual of [80] 61.20b it follows that dimHΣ= dimE=16, a contradiction. 
For a detailed proof see Bo¨di [10], Main Theorem, cf. also [11].
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10. Unitals of 8-dimensional planes
Originally, a unital has been defined as the geometry of the absolute elements of a polarity
(1.15). The term is also used more generally for subsets of a projective plane which do
not correspond to a polarity, but have similar properties as a polar unital, cf. § 12. Up
to conjugacy (∼), all polarities ̺ of the nearly classical planes decribed in 1.10 have been
determined by Stroppel [91], and so have the corresponding unitals U̺ and the connected
components M̺ of their motion groups (cf. [92]). Elliptic polarities (with U = ∅) in other
planes than the classical ones seem to be rare; for examples in dimension 2 and 4 see [63].
Planes which are not self-dual like the near-field planes do not admit a polarity, of course.
This section is based essentially on Stroppel’s papers [91] and [92].
10.1 Hughes planes. Each polarity of a proper Hughes plane P is conjugate to a stan-
dard polarity ̺ and induces on the invariant complex subplane C an orthogonal polarity,
dim U̺ =5, and M̺ is transitive on the set of outer points of U̺ .
Proof. (a) We use the same notation as in 9.17, in particular, we write Π and Λ=Πt as
at the end of 9.17(a). The map ξ 7→ ξ−t is an involutorial automorphism of Σ as well as
of Γ=SL3C; it interchanges Πξ and Λξ
−t and hence induces a polarity ̺′ on the outer
subgeometry, which is dense in P . It follows that ̺′ extends to a polarity ̺ of P .
(b) If γ ∈Cs ̺ , then Πξγ=Λ(ξγ)−t=Πξγ−t , and Γ ∩Cs ̺= {γ ∈ Γ | γγt ∈ ⋂ξ∈ΓΠξ =1l} is
the simple orthogonal group SO3C, it acts faithfully on C . By construction p̺=L and
o̺=W . Hence ̺|C is the standard planar polarity, cf. [80] 13.18. Moreover, Γ ∩Cs ̺ is the
connected component M̺ of the full motion group Cs ̺, since K ∩ Γ ∩Cs ̺=1l, K ∩Cs ̺<K,
and K ∩Cs ̺ is finite.
(c) Consider an arbitrary element σ∈Σ<GL3C. Then ̺σ is a polarity if, and only if,
(̺σ)2= σ̺σ=σ−tσ=1l and σt=σ is symmetric. Now σ= τ 2 for a symmetric τ ∈Σ (see
[91]; instead, one may argue as in 11.3(c) ). Consequently (̺τ)2=1l and ̺σ= τ−1̺τ is
conjugate to ̺ whenever ̺σ is a polarity.
(d) An outer point Πξ belongs to U̺ if, and only if, there exists some γ ∈Πξ ∩Λξ−t . This
implies γξ−1∈Π and γξt ∈Λ=Π−t , ξγt ∈Π−1=Π , and γγt ∈Π . Conversely, it follows
from γγt ∈Π that Πγγt ∩Λ 6= ∅ and Πγ=Πγ−t∈ U̺ . If ξξt∈Π , then ξξt=π2 for some
π=πt ∈Π , and (π−1ξ)(π−1ξ)t= π−1ξξtπ−1=1l. Thus µ=π−1ξ ∈M̺ , Πµ=Πξ , and M̺ is
transitive on the set of outer points of U̺ . The stabilizer M̺ ∩Π of the point Π in M̺ con-
sists of the matrices ω=
(
C|h|
v h−2
)
with ωωt=1l and hence v=0, h=1, CCt=1l.
Therefore M̺ ∩Π∼=SO2R, and the M̺ -orbit of Π is homeomorphic to the 5-dimensional
coset space SO3C/SO2R. 
Remark. It is not known whether or not U̺ is a sphere or if U̺ is a topological unital in
the sense of § 12.
10.2 Mutations. The planes H(t) over the semi-fields H(t)= (H,+, ◦) with a multiplica-
tion c◦z= t·cz+(1−t)·zc and 1
2
< t∈R are called mutations of the quaternion plane H,
cf. 1.10. These planes admit exactly two classes of polarities, one with unitals ≈ S7 and 11-
dimensional motion groups, the other with unitals ≈ S5 and 7-dimensional motion groups.
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The unitals of the first kind intersect each secant in a 3-sphere : they are topological unitals
in the sense of §12.
Proof. (a) Γ= AutH(t) = AutH∼=SO3R, moreover, z 7→ zκ= z is an anti-automorphism
of H(t) : obviously, each (anti-)automorphism of H is an (anti-)automorphism of H(t) .
Hence we may assume that a given automorphism λ∈ AutH(t) fixes i, j, k , and then λ=1l.
(b) We use coordinates as in 1.4 and denote the line with the equation y= a◦x+b by [a, b].
As H(t) has Lenz type V, each polarity ̺ maps the elation center v to the translation
axis uv . Up to conjugation with a translation with center u , we may always assume that
u̺= ov . If ι is an an involutorial anti-automorphism of H(t) , then (a, b) 7→ [aι,−bι] defines
a polarity ̺ι , which maps the line c×H to the slope (cι). Put ̺= ̺κ . As a◦a= |a|2 , the
affine part U̺ \{v} of U̺ consists of all points (a, b) such that aa= b+b=2b0 , and U̺≈ S7 .
For ι= (z 7→ z i) write π= ̺ι . Then
aι◦a=(a′−ja′′)i◦(a′+a′′j) = (a′+a′′j)◦(a′+a′′j) = |a′|2− |a′′|2+2(ta′+(1−t)a′)a′′j ,
and Uπ \{v}= {(a, b)∈H2 | |a′|2− |a′′|2= b′+b′ ∧ (ta′+(1−t)a′)a′′= b′′} . Thus b1 is arbi-
trary, b0, b2 , and b3 depend on a, and Uπ ≈ S5 . In particular, π is not conjugate to ̺.
(c) If ̺ is any polarity of H(t) with u̺= ov , then ̺̺=σ ∈Σu,v,ov . The stabilizer ∇=Σo,u,v
is the direct product of Γ and the homology groups ∇[o,uv]∼=∇[v,ou]∼=R× , the kernels of
the translation group and its dual. Recall that dimΣ=17. Consequently
σ : (a, b) 7→ (aγs, rbγs+t), [ c, d ] 7→ [ rcγ, rdγs+t ] with γ ∈ Γ, r, s∈R×, t∈H.
As ̺2=1l, we have ̺σ=σ−1̺ . This implies first ra γ = s−1a γ
−1
for all a∈H or, equiva-
lently, rs=1, γ2=1l, and then tγ = t . In the case γ=1l all polarities ̺= ̺σ are conjugate
to ̺. If γ 6=1l, then γ is conjugate to the map z 7→ zi , and ̺ is conjugate to π .
(d) The elements of Σ have the form
σ : (a, b) 7→ (ahs+m, rbhs+ q◦ahs+n), [c, d] 7→ [rch+q, rdhs− (rch+q)◦m+n]
with h∈H′= {h∈H | hh=1}, r, s∈R×, q,m, n∈H. An easy calculation shows that
σ ∈M̺ = Cs ̺ if, and only if, r= s, q=m , and |m|2=n+n. Hence dimM̺=11. Similar-
ly, πσ=σπ yields h∈C ∨ h⊥C, r= s, q=m i , and m i◦m=n+n i , and dimMπ=7.
(e) The subgroup of M̺ described in 10.3 is transitive on the set of slopes 6=∞ . It suffices
therefore to consider horizontal secants and verticals. In both cases the secants intersect
U̺ in a 3-sphere. This is an obvious consequence of the condition |a|2=2 reb. 
10.3 Remark. The solvable subgroup {(a, b) 7→ (a+m, b+mι◦a+n) | mι◦m=n+nι} of
Mι (given by the condition h=1= r=s) is sharply transitive on the affine point set Uι \{v} ,
and this is true whenever H is a 4-dimensional semi-field and ι is an involutorial anti-
automorphism of H .
The other two families of self-dual planes with a 17-dimensional group can be treated in a
similar way, see [91], [92] for details. For 0<ϑ<π , the multiplication of the Rees algebra
Hϑ=(C
2,+, ◦) is defined by (a, b)◦(x, y)=(ax+eiϑby, bx+ay). Obviously, κ : (a, b) 7→ (a, b)
is an involutorial anti-automorphism of Hϑ . As before, κ gives rise to a polarity κ̂ of the
plane Rϑ over Hϑ , mapping the point (c, d) to the line [cκ,−dκ].
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10.4 Rees planes. All polarities of Rϑ are conjugate. The affine part of the unital Uκ̂
is U ′= {( (a, b), (1
2
(a2+ eiϑb2), re(ab) + ir) ) | a, b∈C, r∈R} and Uκ̂≈ S5 . The 7-dimen-
sional motion group is transitive on U ′ ([91] 4.8 and [92] 5. 5,6).
10.5 Spin planes. The multiplication of the only semi-fields coordinatizing self-dual
planes P with dimAutP =18 has the form c ◦ z= cz+ r(cz−zc)1= cz+2r(c2z3−c3z2),
where r > 0 and the indices refer to the coefficients of i, j, k . See [24] and Stroppel
[91] § 2 and [92] § 3 for more details; note that Stroppel uses the opposite multiplication
of H in the definition of the product ◦ . This multiplication defines indeed a semi-field
on H∼=R4 : the map z 7→ c ◦ z is linear, and c ◦ z=0 6= c implies cz ∈R, cczc∈R, zc∈R,
hence c ◦ z= cz, z=0, and multiplication by c is bijective. Note that z 7→ zk is not an
automorphism of H(r)= (H,+, ◦), neither is z 7→ z an anti-automorphism, because z1 6= z1
in general. However, the product κ= (z 7→ zk) of these two involutions is an involutorial
anti-automorphism of H(r) .
Theorem. The Spin planes have two conjugacy classes of polarities, one has motion groups
of dimension 7, the other of dimension 9. The corresponding unitals are 5-spheres, and
the motion groups are transitive on the affine points of the unitals.
Proof. The map κ̂ : (a, b)↔ [aκ,−bκ] is again a polarity. The set Uκ̂ \{v} of affine ab-
solute points is {(a, b) | aκ ◦ a= b+ bκ=2(b0+b1i+b2j)} ≈ H×R, a group of motions
sharply transitive on Uκ̂ \{v} is described in 10.3, and Uκ̂ ≈ S5 . Consider the translation
τ : (a, b) 7→ (a, b+n). The product κ̂τ defines a polarity if, and only if, nκ=n or n3=0,
and all these polarities are conjugate, since each τ is a square.
The group Σ= AutP is an extension of the group of translations and elations by ∇=Σo,u
consisting of the maps
(x, y) 7→ (c−1xa, a ◦ yad), [s, t] 7→ [ascd, a ◦ tad ] with a∈H′, c∈C×, and d∈R×.
The motion group Cs∇κ̂ is given by the conditions akak= c
2d= ± 1, a∈C ∨ a⊥C.
Consequently dimMκ̂=7.
For δ∈∇ the condition δκ̂δ= κ̂ yields a(c−1xa)κcd=xκ or aka= ± k . Define δ by a= k
and c=1=−d . Then (κ̂δ)2 is a homology with axis ou by construction; it maps (0, 1) onto
itself. Hence π= κ̂δ : (x, y) 7→ [xk,−k◦ky ] is a polarity. If δ∈Cs∇π , the first coordinates
yield axkcd= axc−1k and ckcd= c2d=1, there is no condition on a. Conversely c2d=1
implies that ππδ fixes (0, 1) and all points of ou , and πδ= δπ . Therefore π is not conjugate
to κ̂. The admissible choices for δ yield all polarities of P . It follows that there are only
two conjugacy classes of polarities.
We have Uπ \{v}= {(x, y) | xk◦x= y+ k◦ky= y− y+2ry1}≈H×R, because y+ k◦ky
does not involve y0 , so that again Uπ ≈ S5 . By [92] 3.8 there is also a sharply transitive
group of motions on the affine part of Uπ , and dimMπ =9.
Planes with a smaller group may also admit polarities:
10.6 Fixed double flag. Let the plane P be coordinatized by a Cartesian field
(H,+, ◦) of distorted quaternions as in 6.4, where (R,+, ∗) is commutative. Suppose
that Σ= AutP is connected and 13-dimensional. Then P has exactly two conjugacy
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classes of polarities, one with unitals ≈ S7 and 9-dimensional motion groups, the other
with unitals ≈ S5 and 5-dimensional motion groups .
Proof. Each map z 7→ zg with g= ± g is an involutorial anti-automorphism. Let the
polarity ̺ be defined by (x, y) 7→ [x,−y ]. The stabilizer ∇=Σ0 consists of the auto-
morphisms δ : (x, y) 7→ (axc, byc), [s, t ] 7→ [bsa, btc ] with a, b, c∈H′= {h∈H | hh=1} , and
Σ=∇T with T= {(x, y) 7→ (x, y+n) | n∈H} . A product ̺δτ , δ ∈∇, τ ∈T is a polarity
if, and only if, a2= bc= ε= ± 1 and nc= εcn. The unital U̺δτ is then described by
c x a ◦ x= εy+ c y c− εn. In particular, U̺= {(x, y) | x ◦x=2y0} ∪ {v}≈S7 . The motion
group is M̺= {(x, y) 7→ (axc, yc+n) | a, c∈H′, n=− n} , and dimM̺=9.
If δ corresponds to the choice ε=−1, a= c= k , we have
̺δ=κ : (x, y) 7→ [kxk, kyk ] and Uκ= {(x, y) | kxk ◦x= y+ yk=2(y−y3k)} ∪ {v}≈S5 ,
since y0, y1 , and y2 are uniquely determined by x∈H and y3 ∈R. The centralizer CsΣκ
consists of the maps δτ such that kcxak= bkxka and kcybk+ knk= bkykc+n for all
x, y ∈H. This implies first ka= ckb and xckb=xk , then cbk = e= ± 1, finally ck= ekb ,
ka= eak , and nk= kn. The last 3 conditions suffice to characterize Cs κ, and dimMκ=5.
In the case a2=1, b= c, each polarity ̺δτ is conjugate to ̺: put γ : (x, y) 7→ (xc, ayc),
[s, t ] 7→ [as, atc ], and note that τ is the square of a translation ν such that ̺δν is a
polarity. It follows that ̺δ= ̺γ and ̺δτ = ̺γν2= ν−1̺γν = ̺γν .
For ε= −1, each polarity ̺δτ is conjugate to κ. In fact, choose h such that ah= k ,
and let γ : (x, y) 7→ (hx, cky), [s, t] 7→ [cksh, ckt]. Then γ̺δ : (x, y) 7→ [−cxha,−cyk ] =
[−cxkh,−cyk ] = (x, y)κγ and ̺δτ =κγν2= ν−1κγν . 
10.7 Summary. All self-dual 8-dimensional planes with a group of dimension ≥ 17 ad-
mit polarities, the corresponding unitals of the non-classical planes have dimension 7 or 5;
possibly excepting the Hughes planes, all unitals are spheres .
Planes Classical Hughes Mutations Rees Spin Double flag
Classes 3 1 2 1 2 2
Unitals ∅, S7, S5 dimU =5 S7, S5 S5 S5 S7, S5
dimM 21, 21, 15 6 11, 7 7 7, 9 9, 5
Remark. According to 12.3, smooth polar unitals of 8-dimensional planes are always 7-
spheres or 5-spheres. In most cases it is not easy to determine the intersections of a polar
unital U with its secants, and it is not known if U is a topological unital.
11. Unitals in other dimensions
11.1 Moulton planes. Each proper Moulton plane has a unique conjugacy class of polar-
ities. In the standard description (see 1.13) one polarity is given by π : (x, y)↔ [x,−y]; the
affine part Uπ \{∞} of the corresponding unital consists of two semi-parabolas, it satisfies
the equation x◦x=2y , cf. [66].
Remark. More generally, in each plane coordinatized by a commutative Cartesian field the
map (x, y)↔ [x,−y] defines a polarity with unital {(x, y) | x◦x=2y} ∪ {∞} .
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For polarities of other flat planes see [1] and the re´sume´ in [80] 38.8.
11.2 Shift planes exist only in dimension 2ℓ≤ 4, see [80] 74.6. Write z= (x, y)∈K2 ,
K∈{R,C} . The lines of the affine shift plane Pf are the verticals and the shifts L+ z of
the graph L of a suitable function f :K→K. We may assume that 0∈L. According to
[80] 74.10, the automorphism group Σ= AutPf is an extension Θ⋊Γ of the shift group
Θ∼=R2ℓ by a linear group Γ .
Theorem. In each shift plane, the map π : z↔L− z defines a polarity; the corresponding
unital is Uπ= {(x, y) | 2y= f(2x)} ∪ {(∞)}≈Sℓ , its affine part U ′π is similar to L. Ob-
viously, πδ= δ−1π for each shift δ : z 7→ z+d∈Θ, and πδ∼ π . An automorphism γδ with
γ ∈ Γ is a motion in Mπ if, and only if, Lγ =L− 2d; hence δ is determined by γ and
Mπ
∼= Γ .
Remarks. (1) The statements of the Theorem can easily be verified. There may exist
other polarities: if γ ∈ Γ and Lγ =L+ c, then πγδ is a polarity if, and only if, γ2=1l
and dγ = c+d . Let κ : (x, y)↔ (−x, y), and assume that L is κ-symmetric, Lκ=L. Then
Uπκ \{∞}=K×0 and the polarity πκ is not conjugate to π , because (K×0)σ 6=U ′π for each
σ ∈Σ. (In fact, (K×0)σ is a straight line and U ′π is similar to L.) Motions γδ∈Mπκ are
subject to the conditions Lγ =L, dκ=−d , and γκ= κγ . In general (e.g., for ℓ=1l and
f(x) = cosh(x)−1 ), the motion group Mπκ consists only of the shifts preserving Uπκ .
(2) A detailed study of polarities in general shift planes, not necessarily topological ones,
can be found in [42].
11.3 Hughes planes. The polarities of a proper 16-dimensional Hughes plane Or form a
single conjugacy class. Each polarity ̺ induces on the invariant inner quaternion subplane
H a planar polarity. The group SU4(C, 1) is a two-fold covering of the motion group M̺ ,
the unital U̺ is 11-dimensional, and M̺ is transitive on the set of outer points of U̺ .
Proof. (a) The group Γ∼=SL3H acts effectively on Or and is flag-transitive on the outer
geometry of all points and lines not incident with the invariant subplane H , see [80] § 86,
in particular 86.34. Analogous to 9.17 or as in [80] 86.2, there is an outer flag (p, L) such
that the stabilizers Π= Γp and Λ= ΓL have the form
Π=
{(
C|h|
v h−2
) ∣∣∣∣ C ∈U2H, h∈{e(1+ri)s | s∈R}, v∈H2} and Λ=Πt .
According to 1.13, the outer part of Or can be written as (Γ/Π ,Γ/Λ). For each γ ∈ Γ let γ
denote the transpose of the conjugate of γ . Then κ : γ 7→ γ k is an anti-automorphism of Γ ,
and γ 7→ γ∗ := (γκ)−1 is an involutorial automorphism. One readily verifies that Π∗=Λ .
The map Πγ↔Λγ∗ extends to a polarity ̺ of Or . As in 10.1(d), an outer point Πξ
belongs to the unital U̺ if, and only if, there exists some γ ∈Πξ ∩Λξ∗ , and this implies
γ, γ∗ ∈Πξ , or γγκ ∈Π ∩Λ . Conversely, it follows from γγκ ∈Π that Πγ ∈ U̺ .
(b) For the motion group we find M̺=CsΓ̺= {γ ∈ Γ | γ∗= γ} , since γ̺= ̺γ is equivalent
with ∀ξ∈Γ γ∗∈Πξγ , and
⋂
ξ∈Γ Π
ξ =1l. Thus M̺ is the 15-dimensional anti-unitary group,
denoted by Uα3H in [80] 94.32/3, cf. also [80] 13.18. It induces on H the planar motion
group PSU4(C, 1) mentioned in 2.2 above, and ̺|H is a planar polarity. The stabilizer
M̺ ∩Π of the absolute point Π in M̺ is the set {γ ∈Π | γγκ=1l} . In the matrix repre-
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sentation, γγκ=1l implies that hκ= h
k
=h=1, v=0, and that Ck=C has entries from
R(k)∼=C. Hence M̺ ∩Π∼=U2C, and the M̺ -orbit of the point Π is 11-dimensional. Note
that M̺ ∩Π≤Λ .
(c) As H is a Baer subplane of Or , there is a unique inner point o∈L and p is on a
unique line W = o̺ of H . Choose o as origin and W as line at infinity for homogeneous
coordinates in H and note that the cyclic permutation matrix belongs to M̺ . It follows
that the base points (1, 0, 0), (0, 1, 0), (0, 0, 1) form a polar triangle r for the polarity ̺.
Let π be any other polarity of Or . Up to conjugation by Γ , we may assume that r is also
a polar triangle for π . Consequently ̺π=σ fixes r and σ is given by a diagonal matrix
diag(s1, s2, s3). From π
2= ̺2=1l we conclude that σ̺= σ∗=σ−1 and σk =σ , hence sν⊥k
with respect to the usual norm in H. Each sν is contained in a complex subfield of H (or
sν ∈C up to an automrphism of H). Therefore sν =w2ν with wν ⊥ k ; this means σ=ω2
with ̺ ω=ω−1̺, and π= ̺ ω2=ω−1̺ ω is conjugate to ̺.
(d) The group M̺ is transitive on the set of non-absolute lines of the inner plane H , see [80]
18.32 for the dual statement. In order to show that M̺ is transitive on the set E of outer
points of U̺ , it suffices therefore to prove that the stabilizer Ω=(M̺)W of the (unique)
inner line W through p is transitive on E ∩W = {Πγ | γ ∈ ΓW ∧ γγκ ∈Π} . As dimΩ=7
and dim(Ω ∩Π) =4 by step (b), we have dim pΩ=3. An element γ ∈ ΓW is given by a
matrix of the form
(
D
b d
)
, and γγκ ∈Π implies b=0 and γ ∈ Γo,W . Thus we may consider
E ∩W as a subset of the coset space Γo,W/Πo . We will show that E ∩W = {Πoδ | δ ∈∆} ,
where
∆=
{(
D
d
) ∣∣∣∣D=(r cs ), r > 1= rs, c∈Ri+Rj, cc= r2−s2, dd=1, d∈R(k)
}
.
In fact, let δδκ ∈Πo and note that Πo is κ-invariant. We may assume therefore that |d|=1
and that D is a triangular matrix in SL2H. From dd
κ=1 it follows that dk= d∈R(k).
Because |u|= |v|=1 implies (u
v
)∈U2H, the diagonal elements of D can be chosen as
positive reals, and then D ∈U2H⇔ D=1l and ∆ ∩Πo=1l. Now δδκ ∈Πo yields
DDκ=
( r2+ccκ
scκ
sc
s2
)
∈U2H .
From the bottom line we get |c|2+ s2= s−2= r2 , and orthogonality of the two lines implies
(r2+cck)ck+ s2c=0= r2ck+(|c|2+s2)c or ck + c=0, hence c∈Ri+Rj . Consequently
dim∆=3 and Ω is indeed transitive on the connected 3-manifold E ∩W . 
11.4 Mutations O(t) . The definition of the mutation O(t) of the octonion plane is
analogous to 10.2. The planes O(t) admit two conjugacy classes of polarities, one with
topological unitals ≈ S15 and a motion group of dimension 30, the other with unitals
≈ S11 and a motion group of dimension 18.
Proof. (a) Octonions will be written in the form c= c′+c′′l∈O with c′, c′′∈H, l⊥H,
and l2= − 1. Again (x, y)↔ [xι,−yι] defines a polarity ̺ι , whenever ι is an involu-
torial anti-automorphism of O. Consider ̺= ̺κ, κ : z 7→ z and π= ̺λ , where λ=κλ and
λ : z′+z′′l 7→ z′−z′′l is an automorphism. Then U̺= {(a, b) | aa= b+b} ∪ {(∞)}≈S15 , since
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a and b−b are arbitrary. Similarly
Uπ = {(a, b) | aλ◦a= b+bλ=2(re b′+ b′′l)} ∪ {(∞)}≈S11 ,
because b′′ and the real part of b′ are determined by a. Using the fact [80] 11.31d that
all involutions of Γ= AutO∼=G2 are conjugate, it follows exactly as in 10.2(c) that each
polarity of O is conjugate either to ̺ or to π .
(b) The elements of the 40-dimensional group Σ have the form
σ : (a, b) 7→ (aγs+m, rbγs+ q◦aγs+n), [c, d] 7→ [rcγ+q, rdγs− (rcγ+q)◦m+n]
with γ ∈ Γ, r, s∈R×, q,m, n∈O, and M̺= {σ∈Σ | r= s, q=m, n+n= |m|2} . Therefore
dimM̺=30. Similarly, Mπ = {σ∈Σ | r= s, Hγ =H, q=mλ, n+nλ=mλ ◦m} . We have
nλ=n′+n′′l, n+nλ=2(n0+n
′′l) and ΓH
∼=SO4R (see [80] 11.31b). Hence dimMπ =18.
(c) Each secant intersects U̺ in a 7-sphere: it suffices to consider horizontal secants and
verticals, since he subgroup {(a, b) 7→ (a+m, b+m◦a+1
2
|m|2)} of M̺ is transitive on the
set of slopes 6=∞ . The assertion follows now immediately from the equation aa= b+b for
the unital. 
11.5 Fixed double flag. A 16-dimensional plane P with an automorphism group Σ
of dimension at least 33 such that Σ fixes 2 points and 2 lines can be coordinatized by
a Cartesian field (O,+, ◦) of distorted octonions defined in the same way as the distorted
quaternions in 6.4, and Σ has a compact subgroup Φ∼=Spin8R and a transitive group
T of vertical translations, see [30]. Assume that (R,+, ◦) is associative (and hence also
commutative; equivalently, P can be coordinatized by a Hurwitz ternary field obtained
from O by radial distorsion of the addition, cf. [60]). In this case, the multiplication ◦ can
be described as follows: let µ : [0,∞)≈ [0,∞) with µ(1)=1, put r ∗ s=µ−1(µ(r)·µ(s))
for r, s> 0 and a ◦ x= |a| ∗ |x| |ax|−1 ax for a, x 6=0. Then dimΣ=37, the map z 7→ z is
an involutorial anti-automorphism, (x, y)↔ [x,−y ] defines a polarity π , and
Uπ = {(x, y) | x ◦ x=2y0} ∪ {∞}≈S15
analogous to 10.6. The group Ξ= {(x, y) 7→ (x, y+t) | t= − t} of translations by a
pure element is contained in the motion group Mπ , and o
Ξ⊆Uπ ; for each translation
τ by a real element t, however, πτ 2=πτ and πτ ∼ π . Associativity of (R, ◦) implies
that ∇=Σ0=P×Φ, where P∼= eR consists of the maps (x, y) 7→ (r◦x, y) with r > 0. By
stiffness ([80] 83.23) or by [80] 96.36, the group ∇ is transitive on ou\{o, u} ; hence Σ is
transitive on the set of all points not incident with one of the fixed lines. The center of
Φ is generated by reflections α with axis ov and σ with axis uv . Easy verification shows
that α∈Mπ and that πα=πσ is conjugate to π , whereas πσ is not a polarity. From γ ∈P
it follows that πγ2= πγ , and then πγ∼ π .
The automorphism group AutO=G2 can be identified with Λ=Φ(1,1) via (x, y)
λ=(xλ, yλ),
and Λ≤Mπ because xλ=xλ , see [80] 11.28. All involutions of Λ are conjugate in Λ to
λ : c′+c′′l 7→ c′−c′′l (see [80] 11.31d), and κ=πλ is polarity with unital
Uκ= {(x, y) | xλ ◦x=2(y0+y′′l)} ∪ {∞}≈S11 ,
hence πλ∼κ for each involution λ∈Λ , and none of these polarities is conjugate to π . If
λ∈Λ and πλ is a polarity, then λ is necessarily an involution.
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Restriction of the coordinates to the distorted quaternions yields a Baer subplane B<•P .
As λ|B =1l, both π and κ induce the same polarity ̺ on B , the polarity with U̺ ≈ S7
described in 10.6.
Theorem. Under the assumptions made at the beginning of 11.5, each polarity ̺ of P is
conjugate either to π with Uπ ≈ S15 or to κ with Uκ≈ S11 . Moreover, Mπ=Ξ⋊Φ(0,1) so
that dimMπ =28, and Mπ has infinitely many orbits on Uπ .
Proof. (a) Up to conjugation, each polarity ̺ of P satisfies o̺= ou . In fact, ̺ induces
on oT∼=R8 an involutorial map ω : y 7→ yS+ t with S ∈Ø8R, and yS2+ tS + t= y for all
y ∈R8 . Consequently, tS = − t and S2=1l. In suitable coordinates, S = (−1l
0
0
1l
)
and t
has the form (m, 0); obviously ω has a fixed point.
(b) We may assume that (1, 0)̺ is a line [s, 0] of slope s> 0, since Φ(1,0)∼=Spin7R acts on
the line uv with orbits homeomorphic to S7 , see [80] 96.36. Now we get (1, s)
̺= [s,−s] and
(0, s)̺= [0,−s]. As ̺ induces a linear map on T∼=R8 via (oτ)̺ ∩ ov= oτ̺ , it follows that
(0, 1)̺= [0,−1]. The collineation π̺=σ fixes the triangle o, u, v and the point (0, 1), and
σ maps (s, 0) to (1, 0). Let r ∗ r= s and define the homology η∈P by (x, y)η=(r◦x, y).
Then (1, 0)η
2
=(s, 0) and η2σ=λ∈Λ . Put γ= η−1 and note that P≤CsΛ . Again λ2=1l
(in fact, ηπ=πη−1 , xλ=xλ implies πλπ=λ , πλ= ̺η2= η−2̺, and λ2= (πλ)2= ̺2=1l).
Either ̺=πγ2= πγ (if λ=1l) or ̺=πγλ=(πλ)γ ∼ κγ .
(c) In order to show that Φ ∩Mπ=Φ(0,1) , we use the description of Φ given in [30] p. 97
(see also [80] 12.17). Each ϕ∈Φ∼=Spin8R has the form (x, y) 7→ (xα, yβ), (s) 7→ (sγ) with
α, β, γ ∈ SO8R and identically (sx)β = sγ ·xα . Here α and γ preserve the norm but are not
necessarily linear. By definition, ϕ∈Mπ ⇔ xα = xγ ∧ yβ = yβ . The second condition
implies 1β= ε= ± 1, and s=x yields (xx)β =xγ ·xα , ε|x|2 xα= xγ|xα|2 . Now ε=1
(because Mπ is connected) and xα=xγ . If (a, b)∈Uπ and (x, y)∈ (a, b)Mπ , then |x|= |a| .
11.6 Summary: Unitals of 16-dimensional planes.
Planes Classical Hughes Mutations Double flag
Classes 3 1 2 2
Unitals ∅, S15, S11 dimU =11 S15, S11 S15, S11
dimM 52, 52, 36 15 30, 18 28, ?
12. Topological and smooth unitals
Polar unitals U of the classical compact connected planes have the following properties:
(1) for each x∈U there is a unique line L, the tangent , such that L ∩U = {x} , and
(2) if L is a line with |L ∩U |> 1 (a secant), then L ∩U ≈ Sk for a fixed number k≥ 0.
Any closed subset U of an arbitrary compact projective plane of dimension 2ℓ satisfying
(1) and (2) will be called a topological unital, cf. [34] 2.4. In general, the two notions of
a unital must be distinguished. Property (1) holds for any polar unital of an arbitrary
compact connected plane. The set of all tangents at U is denoted by U∗ .
A topological unital in a smooth projective plane is said to be a smooth unital if U is
a smooth submanifold homeomorphic to a sphere (of dimension k+ℓ) and if each secant
intersects U transversally. Note that all classical polar unitals are smooth.
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12.1 Proposition. Let U be a topological unital in an 8-dimensional compact plane. If
U is homeomorphic to a sphere and if there is some point p /∈U such that each line L in
the pencil Lp intersects U and Lp ∩U
∗≈ Sk , then U ≈ S5 , see [34] 3.2.
12.2 Theorem. Let U be a smooth unital in the smooth plane (P,L). Then U∗ is com-
pact and the set of secants is open in L. If dimU < dimP − 1, then each line intersects U
and each pencil consists of secants and tangents , see [34] 4.3,4.
12.3 Theorem. A smooth polar unital U in a 2ℓ-dimensional smooth plane is homeo-
morphic to a sphere S2ℓ−1 or S (3ℓ/2)−1 ; each secant intersects U in a smooth submanifold
homeomorphic to Sℓ−1 or S(ℓ/2)−1 , see [36] and [37].
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13. Appendix: Variations on a theme of Tschetweruchin
In 1927 Tschetweruchin [93] gave an example of a 2-dimensional compact projective plane
such that Desargues’ theorem does not hold in any open region of the point space. His
construction can easily be generalized. We discuss the properties of the corresponding
planes and their duals.
In affine form, Tschetweruchin’s plane T has the point space R2 ; lines are the verticals
r×R, the ordinary straight lines {(x, sx+t) | x∈R} with slope s≥ 0, and the cubic curves
with an equation y3= s3x3+t3 for s< 0. The dual S of T is obtained by interchanging
the roˆles of s and x. Its right half-plane S+ = {(x, y) | x> 0} is isomorphic to a real half-
plane D . The lines in the left half-plane S− satisfy linear equations in the coordinates
(ξ, η) = (x3, y3). Hence S− is also isomorphic to D , and S is composed of two copies of
D glued together at a line. In particular, the plane T is not self-dual.
The general case. Let ̺ be a homeomorphism of R which fixes 0 and 1 (e.g. x̺= x
for x≥ 0 and x̺= kx for x< 0 with some k > 1). Consider the ternary map τ : R3 → R
defined by τ(s, x, t) = sx+ t (s≥ 0) and τ(s, x, t)̺= s̺x̺+ t̺ (s< 0).
Lines of the geometry T̺ are the sets [s, t] = {(x, y)∈R2 | y= τ(s, x, t)} with s, t∈R and
the verticals [r] = r×R . Add a common point (∞) to all verticals and a common point
(s) to all lines [s, t] of slope s; these points form the line [∞] at infinity, cf. 1.4. Then
T̺ is a compact topological projective plane. In fact, the lines in R2 form an affine plane
because lines of different slope intersect in a unique point and distinct lines of equal slope
are disjoint. By [80] (32.2), T̺ is a topological plane.
Assume from now on that identically (−x)̺= − (x̺). In order to describe the dual S̺ of
the plane T̺ , we interprete the point (x, y) of T̺ as the line [x, y] in S̺ and vice versa, and
we represent the lines in S̺ by a ternary map τ˜ . Then y= τ(s, x, t) or −t= τ(x, s,−y)
becomes t= τ˜(x, s, y). Changing signs of the second coordinate and interchanging the
names (x, y) and (s, t) yields
τ˜ (s, x, t) = τ(x, s, t) =
{
sx+ t (x≥ 0)
(s̺x̺+ t̺)̺
−1
(x< 0)
.
As in the case ̺ : x 7→x3 , each plane S̺ is composed of two real half-planes bounded by
the lines [0] and [∞].
The ternary function τ determines multiplication and addition by s⊗ x= τ(s, x, 0) and
x ⊕ t= τ(1, x, t), see 1.4 or [80] (22.4). The operations ⊗˜ and⊕˜ are related to τ˜ in the same
way. Obviously, x ⊕ t=x+ t is the usual sum in R.
Multiplicative homeomorphisms. If ̺ is multiplicative, i.e. if
x̺=
{
xr (x≥ 0)
−|x|r (x< 0)
for some fixed real number r > 0, then both ⊗ and ⊗˜ coincide with the ordinary multipli-
cation of R. For x< 0 however, x ⊕˜ t=x+ t implies (x+ t)̺=x̺+ t̺ , and this is true for
all x only if t=0. These facts can be used to determine the full automorphism group Γ
of Sr and Tr .
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The planes Sr with r 6=1. Each map (x, y) 7→ (ax, y) with a> 0 is a homology with
axis [0] and center (0). The maps (x, y) 7→ (x, by) with b∈R× form a transitive group
of (∞)-[0, 0]-homologies; in particular, β : (x, y) ↔ (x,−y) is a reflection. However,
there does not exist a (0)-[0]-reflection. In fact, such a reflection has necessarily the form
(x, y) 7→ (ex, y) with e2=1 or e= − 1, but this would imply (x+1)r =xr +1 for all
x> 0. Similarly, the remark above on ⊕˜ shows that the group of (∞)-[∞]-translations is
trivial, and so is the group of (∞)-[0]-elations. There exists a reflection α with axis [1]
and center (−1, 0); in homogeneous coordinates α has the form (x, y, z)↔ (z, y, x). The
map αβ is a (1, 0)-[−1]-reflection. We will show that Γ is an extension of its connected
component Γ1= {(x, y) 7→ (ax, by) | a, b> 0} by α and β .
A 2-dimensional locally compact plane is called locally classical, if each point has a neigh-
bourhood which is isomorphic to a copy of the real hyperbolic plane H . By results of
Polley [61] and Bro¨cker [17], a locally classical affine plane is isomorphic to the real plane,
cf. also Polley [62] and [21] 5.18. It follows that Sr is not locally classical at the lines [0]
and [∞]. Hence each collineation fixes these two lines or interchanges them, their intersec-
tion (∞) is a fixed point of Γ . The axis of the (∞)-[0, 0]-reflection β is also Γ-invariant,
or the product of two conjugates of β would be an elation.
Suppose that some collineation γ interchanges the half-planes S±r . We may assume that
(1, 1)γ = (−1, 1) and that γ fixes (0). Then we get successively
(0, 1)γ= (0, 1), (1)γ= (−1), (1, 0)γ=(−1, 0), [−1, 1]γ= [1, 1], (−1)γ= (1), (−1, 1)γ=(1, 1).
It follows that γ2 fixes a quadrangle, and then γ2=1l and γ would be a reflection with
center (0) by [80] (32.10,12), but we have seen that such a reflection does not exist.
Proposition. The planes Sr and Sr′ are isomorphic if, and ony if, r′= r±1 .
Proof. The lines in the left half-plane S−r are given by linear equations in the coordi-
nates (ξ, η) = (x̺, y̺), and S−r ∼=D . If the roˆles of the two half-planes are interchanged, it
follows that Sr is isomorphic to Sr−1 . Hence we may assume that r, r′> 1, and that an
isomorphism ω : Sr → Sr′ is the identity on the point set of S+r . Now
[1, 0]ω = [1, 0], [0, t]ω = [0, t], (x, x)ω =(x, x), [x]ω = [x], (x, y)ω= (x, y),
and ω maps each point onto itself. The fact that ω maps lines of S−r onto lines of S−r′
yields (|x|r+ |t|r)r′ =(|x|r′ + |t|r′)r . With x= t= − 1 we obtain 2r′ =2r and r′= r . 
The planes Tr . All assertions on the planes Sr are true in dual form in the planes Tr .
In particular, the group of (0, 0)-[∞]-homologies is transitive, and there exists a reflection
with center (−1) and axis [1, 0]. Moreover, the planes Tr are nowhere classical . In fact,
assume that some point of Tr has a classical neighbourhood isomorphic to H . In H there
exists a Pappos configuration K such that the slopes of all 9 lines of K differ by at most
π/3, and K can be rotated in such a way that exactly one line L of K has negative slope.
We may suppose that L does not pass through the origin. It follows that L contains 3
points of a real line and even a real interval (fix 2 points of K on L and 3 collinear points
of K outside L, and vary a further point in a small neighbourhood). This implies r=1.
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